WALTER R. SMITH LTD.
For Complete Tropical and Coldwater Aquaria also Tropical Marine
100 Varieties of fish usually in stock on view in 76 polished stainless steel aquariums

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLISHED STAINLESS STEEL</th>
<th>Aquariums</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24 x 15 x 12</td>
<td>£ 7.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 x 15 x 12</td>
<td>£ 9.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 x 15 x 13</td>
<td>£ 11.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48 x 15 x 12</td>
<td>£ 13.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISTRIBUTOR OF——
- McLynn's Fish Food
- ES-ES Products
- Electrical and General
- Water Life, Aquarist, Ditchfield's and T.F.H. Booklets
- Rejectors, Sediments, and Maintenance Equipment
- Procter, Summit and Star Pumps
- Constat Thermostats
- Aquapern and Colofern Products
- Hyplo Products
- Liverine Products
- Stokes Fountain
- Windmill Products
- Rock Gravel and Strata Rock Work
- Students' Microscopes
- All Feeding and Aërating Appliances
- Mercurial Spirit and Dumpy Thermometers
- Stuart Turner Water Pumps
- Zoobeko and Biko Pumps
- VI-FIT Fish Food
- Black Magic Glazing Compound
- Glasticon '90' Aquarium Sealer
- Aquamastra Glazing Compound
- Liquifry and Inter-Pet Products
- Fibre Glass Ponds
- Otter Waterfall and Fountain Kits

Angle Iron Aquariums, Frames and Stands a speciality. Odd sizes made to order, painted any colour, guaranteed square and free from warps. Stove enamelled Corner Bowls, Bow Fronts and Wrought Iron Units.

Half carriage paid on these items.

M. & R. (DOG-FISH) LTD.
presents

Marine Tropicals, plus the usual large varieties of tropical fish.
Always in stock: Eheim filter, Ozoniser, Reactor, Wisha pumps, Automatic fish feeder, Metaframe tanks, etc.
And now Giro-Lux tubes 24" and 36".

466 Paisley Road West, Glasgow, S.W.1
Telephones: JIBO 3615 — Open Sundays 11 a.m.—2 p.m.

PHILLIPS
The finest fish food
For Tropical and Cold-water Fish. Two balanced, scientifically blended and nourishing foods.
Extra high in protein and rich in vitamins and minerals. Phillips Fish Foods contain dried shrimp, daphnia, meat meal, white fish meal, alfalfa, milk powder, cod-liver oil, wheaten cereal and yeast—scientifically blended for balanced nutrition. Always buy Phillips, the Fish Food you can trust.
Coarse grade for Cold-water Fish 1/8
Fine grade for Tropicals 1/8

NOW!
These INTER-PET remedies

The Liquifry Company Limited has developed this range of remedies to cover all common needs of tropical and coldwater fishkeepers. They have been developed in our own laboratory and tested in our wholesale aquarium under the supervision of Dr. J. N. Carrington, B. Pharm. Three of them are completely new—and we believe in advance of other remedies available anywhere.

Give them a trial and we believe you will be convinced there is no need to seek foreign products.

The Inter-Pet remedies were developed in Britain. They are made in Britain by a British controlled company. The only thing possibly missing is the mystique sometimes associated with German or other imported lines.

INTER-PET WHITE SPOT TREATMENT
Standard size for 30 gallons. Economy size for 120 gallons.

INTER-PET VELVET REMEDY
Standard size for 60 gallons. Economy size for 240 gallons.

INTER-PET 2 ½% METHYLENE BLUE SOLUTION
INTER-PET LIQUISIL-AQUARIUM TONIC AND ANTISEPTIC

These products are from the same stable as LIQUIFRY—the first food for baby fish. This highly successful British product is exported to 52 countries and is recommended by hobbyists all over the world.

Price 2/6 per tube—No. 1 for egglayers—No. 2 for Livebearers

For further information please write to:
INTER-PET - DORKING - SURREY Telephone: Dorking 2566
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2 Books no aquarist should be without

by Gunther Sterba, Dr. Rer. Nat. Habil Director of the Zoological Institute, Karl Marx University of Leipzig

**Freshwater Fishes of the World**
A practical guide for all seriously concerned with aquarium fishes, the recognised work of reference, it deals with the identification, biology and care of no fewer than 1,300 species, the vast majority of which are illustrated, including species and genera, even whole families and orders not mentioned elsewhere; thus it easily exceeds in comprehensiveness the scope of any comparable English language work.

This edition translated and revised by D. W. Tucker late assistant keeper (fish section) British Museum (Natural History). Lavishly illustrated throughout with black and white photographs, line drawings and full colour plates.

"The best authoritative text on the subject ever written for the aquarist . . . This splendid book is destined to become the standard work of reference for the aquarist."

*Times Educational Supplement.*

84/-

**Aquarium care**
Professor Sterba's complimentary volume to his classic "Freshwater Fishes of the World." Translated from "Aquarienkunde" (2 vols.) it has become Europe's foremost guide for aquarists, in this edition the two volumes have been compressed into one volume divided into three parts, the first explains all the technical points which an aquarist must know before he can correctly manage his tanks, it also provides an introduction to basic biology, the second part deals with fish diseases, the causes, how to recognise them, and measures to take to avoid them, the final part is a systematic account of all the marsh and aquatic plants introduced into the aquarium world, and describes the conditions necessary for their cultivation. Fully illustrated throughout with black and white photographs, line drawings and full colour plates.

70/-

Both volumes available from good aquarist supply shops now

*Sole distributors to the Pet Trade*

**SOUTH COAST AQUATIC NURSERIES LTD.**

OLD BATH ROAD, COLN BROOK, SLOUGH, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
MARSHALL'S AQUARIAS
26, WESTBURY LANE, BUCKHURST HILL, ESSEX

It is quite easy to get to Buckhurst Hill. By tube take the Central Line (Chingford) minutes from West End, and we are three minutes from Buckhurst Hill station. Or by bus routes 20, 29A, 167 to Bold Road Stop, five minutes walk from store.

OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK 10.00 A.M. TO 6.00 P.M. (CLOSED TUESDAYS)

LIVEBEARERS
- Moonglow
- 3 Spot
- Opaline
- Dwarf
- Albino Paradise
- Crescent Kingfisher

BARBS
- Tigers
- Albino Tiger
- Fantasia

CHARACINS
- Neon 8 for £1
- Serpae
- Gloasquito
- Xray Fish
- Red eyed Tetra
- Lemon
- Splash
- Rosasoma

TOOTHCARPS
- Aphyrodes Axenic
- Julii

CATFISH
- Silver Shark

DANIOS
- Kribensis
- Gynogenes
- Pearls
- Spotted

CICHLIDS
- Racks
- Egretts
- Eggs

Labyrinthine
- Elophecolor
- Lamprologus
- Cichlasoma
- Haplochromis

PLUS A SELECTION OF MARINE FISH

PLANTS IN STOCK
- Cynos: Clarias
- Bichir
- Neolamprologus
- Tetraodon

PLANTS IN STOCK

MINIMUM ORDER 10

Post Paid
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TROPICAL FISH
AND
AQUARIUM SUPPLIES

WE ARE GOING

300 yds up Great Horton Road, to a new and most up to date Aquatic Show Room at No. 568
Open Mid May
Remember 568 Great Horton Road, Bradford, 7

NOW AVAILABLE
KB 1967
Aquarist Catalogue

Send only 6d. stamp
40 pages, Over 100 Illustrations, Hosts of useful information
All latest equipment, also includes fish price list. At 6d. you cannot afford to be without it.

KEITH BARRACLOUGH, AQUARIST
215 & 568 GREAT HORTON ROAD, BRADFORD, 7. YORKS
Phone: BRADFORD 73372 or 74845

Half-day closing Wednesday Late night Friday 8 p.m.
WE OFFER QUALITY
AND QUANTITY

COLDWATER FISH
Japanese Koi Carp .... 11.8-12.0
Fontails .............. 7.6
Diamond Bass ........ 5.6
Peacock Eyed Bass .... 5.6
Bitterling ............ 5.6
Silver Orfe ........... 4.8
Black Moors .......... 7.6
Calico Comets ........ 4.8
Red Comets ........... 3.6
Green Tench .......... 3.6
Golden Orfe .......... 4.8
Goldfish and Shubunkins 1.6-7.6
Minimum order for fish 40/- plus 15/- carriage and packing.

A LARGE SELECTION OF POND AND BOG PLANTS ALWAYS IN STOCK

LIVE FOODS
Grindle Worm Culture ... 3/-
Micro Worm Culture .... 3/-
White Worm Culture .... 3/-
White Worm 1 oz. ....... Post paid

We now stock the larger improved "Dynaflo" 6x12s. 6d. Post paid

POND FISH
Goldfish and Shubunkins-6" 15/-
Golden Orfe-6" 10/-
Nymphs-6" 5/-
Calico Comets-6" 8/-
Minimum order for fish £2 plus 15/- carriage and packing, etc.

POND PLANTS
Spatterdocks ......... 4/6
White .................. 10/-
Red ................... 15/-
Yellow ................. 15/-
Pink ................... 12.6
Japanese attraction .... 20/- Minimum order for plants 5/-

Portable Lightweight Pool "Rigidex" 3'6" x 2'6" x 12" 56/-
Glass Fibre Ponds 4' x 2'6" x 12" 137/-
To 11'3" x 5'3" x 18" 547/-

Polythene Pond Liner approx. 7'6" x 6' x 15" 35/-

Oter Water Pumps from £9.17.6

A FEW TROPICAL FISH FROM OUR SELECTION
Mystus Vittatus .......... 9.6
Ember Barbs ......... 8.6
Large Saltin Mollies .... pair 15/-
Botia Strigata ....... 8.6
Botia Lochata ....... 8.6
Barbus Orphoides ..... 5.6
Red Tailed Sharks ..... 7.6
Large Silver Sharks .... 20/-
Red Finned Sharks ..... 7.6
Copains Arnoldi ....... 5.6
Spanner Barbs .......... 5.6

SPECIAL OFFERS
Cardinal Tetras ....... 4 for 27.6
Neon Tetras ............ Bloodfins
Cherry Barbs ......... Tiger Barbs
Glowlight Tetras ....... Shuberti Barbs
Niger Barbs ............ Lemon Tetras
Scoitottails ......... Black Neons
Corydoras Aeneus ... 5 for 20/-
Zebra Bars .............. White Clouds
Angelies ............... Black Widows
Harlequins ............. Red Platy
Albino Swordtails .... 4 for 12/-
Firemouths .......... 5 for 10/-

(Personal Callers Only)

J. T. HUNT (AQUAPETS) LTD
17 LEELAND ROAD, WEST EALING, W.13
Tel. 01 567 2348

Opening Hours 9.30-5.30
Half-day Wednesday

WE CATER FOR THE NEW AND FOR THE EXPERIENCED AQUARIIST

BUSINESSES: 207, 207A, 255, 83
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We, at T.F.H. think you’re CHOOSY!
(and have every right to be!)

SO! we’re shortly introducing more MIRACLE PRODUCTS such as
The Miracle Hydramatic Pump and Filter

Price £7.15.6
This pump filters more than 200 gallons of water an hour. It has a magnetic drive and can be attached to any outside, inside, corner or under-gravel filter. The most versatile pump ever to be placed on the aquarium market. AND

The Miracle Vibrator Pump
Price 24/6
The Miracle Vibrator Pump is the most powerful vibrator pump available for the price. It comes with an extra seamless rubber diaphragm and is guaranteed for your protection. Its diaphragm arm vibrates on a bronze post so there is no metal fatigue. The case is three dimensional high impact plastic that resists shock. The base is heavy solid rubber and is the most effective muffler available. Every part of this pump is the best that could be found to do the job, regardless of price. AND

The Miracle Saturn Vibrator Pump
Price 32/6
Similar to the Miracle Vibrator pump but with double the power plus a built-in on/off switch. AND

The Miracle Twin Vibrator Pump
Price 45/-
The Miracle Twin Vibrator Pump is exactly what its name implies—Twin diaphragms, twin outlets complete with built-in on/off switch. AND

Further Miracle Freeze-Dried Fish Foods
Including new Miracle Fish Nip, this product is made by feeding tubifex worms on liquidized meat prior to the freeze-drying process. Later we shall be adding further Miracle Freeze-Dried Foods such as Miracle Goldfish Treat and Miracle Fry Treat.

Just glance through any recent issue of “The Tropical Fish Hobbyist” magazine (Yes we distribute that too) for much fuller details of all the above products. Then call at your local stockist AND

BE CHOOSY!
We think you’ll choose Miracle!
(Just as you did with the Miracle Foods)

SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTORS:—
T.F.H. PUBLICATIONS (LONDON) LTD., 13, NUTLEY LANE, REigate, SURREY.
(REigate 47385)
ONE OF ENGLAND'S FOREMOST AQUARISTS THAT YOU CAN RELY ON

JUDGE FOR YOURSELF
OUR QUALITY, OUR PRICES,
OUR SELECTION OF TROPICALS,
MARINE TROPICALS, COLDWATER FISH
AND PLANTS

WE ALWAYS GIVE 100% SATISFACTION
IT IS IN YOUR OWN INTEREST TO PAY US A VISIT
NOW ARRIVING REGULARLY
MARINE AND FRESHWATER TROPICALS
FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

WHOLESALE ORDERS EXECUTED IMMEDIATELY

APPROXIMATELY 40 VARIETIES
OF MARINE TROPICALS
USUALLY IN STOCK.

CHISWICK AQUARIA
136, CHISWICK HIGH ROAD, LONDON, W.4
CABLES: CHISQUA, LONDON, W.4

PLANTS, ACCESSORIES.
BIRDS, BIRD CAGES.
EXHIBITIONS AND
INSTALLATIONS.
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Diseases of Fishes

Second edition

During the past twelve years or so our knowledge of fish diseases, especially with respect to therapy, has advanced considerably. Many new drugs have become available and more sophisticated treatments, including food additions and injection therapy, have come into general use. All these developments are fully reflected in this second edition, which in consequence has more than doubled its original size. Many new illustrations have been added, and old ones replaced. Diseases known to occur in fishes can be caused by wrong feeding, bad water conditions, the presence of toxic substances, by attacks from predatory creatures, bacteria, viruses and parasites and by injuries sustained from a number of causes. They may manifest themselves externally or they can be internal disorders. This comprehensive review of the main causative agents of fish diseases and the drugs and chemicals available for their treatment forms an accurate and reliable reference source for all aquarists and pondkeepers. In addition the information included on diseases of economic importance will prove invaluable to all professional fish breeders.

309 pp. Illustrated. 47s 6d net 48s 6d by post

Order NOW! from your bookseller

ILIFFE BOOKS LTD.
Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1.
THE CREAM OF AQUATIC PRODUCTS COMES FROM CORNWALL

FOR EXAMPLE TAKE OUR

'SUPER SUMMIT' AIR PUMP

QUIET AS A CAT'S PURR
ABUNDANT AIRFLOW

ROBUST CONSTRUCTION - ATTRACTIVE DESIGN
FULLY RUSTPROOFED - SIMPLIFIED CONTROL
EXTRA PNEUMATIC SPARES - MODEST PRICE

WITH ALL-TIME FREE REPAIRS GUARANTEE
AGAINST FAULTY WORKMANSHIP OR MATERIAL

AND ONLY 25/- RETAIL

AN

ES PARTS

PRODUCT

From your dealer only.

It is regretted that we cannot undertake to supply direct

manufactured by

SINGLETON BROS (Electronics) LTD
THE PRAZE, PENRYN, CORNWALL
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**QUEENSBOROUGH FISHERIES**

111 GOLDHAWK ROAD, SHEPHERD'S BUSH, W.12
(1 minute from Shepherd's Bush Parked) Telephone: SHE 3728 Hours of Business: MON. to SAT., 9 a.m.-6.30 p.m. CLOSED THUR.

**QUEENSBOROUGH HOUSE,**
Ferry Lane, Hythe End, Wraysbury, Nr. Staines
Telephone: WRAYSBURY 2883
THURSDAYS 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
SUNDAYS 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

**VISIT WRAYSBURY**

SUNDAYS 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. THURSDAYS 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Large stocks of tropical fish and plants, pond fish and coldwater plants. Breeding Pairs of Goldfish from 20/- also Tench, Carp, and Orfe.

**SPECIAL PLANT COLLECTIONS** (post only)
All post enquiries: 111 Goldhawk Road, W.12 2s. post and packing on all collections

### TROPICALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Plants</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>50 plants including Dwarf Lily Cryptocoryne</td>
<td>£1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hornwort</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>25 Valoniae Torta 25 Myriophyllum</td>
<td>£1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25 Hornwort</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25 Ludwigia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15 Elodea Densa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>25 Valoniae Torta 25 Ludwigia</td>
<td>£1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25 Myriophyllum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25 Elodea Densia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25 Bacopa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15 Amazon Chain Sword</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15 Portion Hair Grass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 Nymphaea Stellata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Giant Hygrophyta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Aponogonet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Wateria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Giant Sagittaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Cryptospora</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Myriophyllum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Portion Hair Grass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 Valoniae Torta 1 Myriophyllum</td>
<td>£1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Giant Hygrophyta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Aponogonet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Wateria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1 Ludwigia</td>
<td>£1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1 Rodia 2½ pce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### POND PLANTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Plants</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>50 plants including Marginalis</td>
<td>£1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hornwort</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>20 Pond Plants</td>
<td>£1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Cream Water Lily</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Prince Alps)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3 Bull Rush</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 Iris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 Burr Rush</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 Farges-Me Maust</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 Water Mot</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12 Marginals</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 Oxygenating Plants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>6 Vallis</td>
<td>£1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 Hornwort</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3 Water Lily</td>
<td>£2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 Red</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 Cream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-year-old plants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1 Willow Tracc</td>
<td>£7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Pity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Red</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Cream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Amazon Chain Swords</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Portion Riccia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>6 Micro Sag</td>
<td>£1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 Bases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 Amazon Chain Swords</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Portion Riccia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### AQUARIUM OR POND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Plants</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>25 Sagittaria</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25 Myriophyllum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25 Hornwort</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25 Wateria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>25 Valoniae Torta</td>
<td>£1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25 Hornwort</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25 Elodea Densa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25 Portion Hair Grass</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TROPICAL OR COLD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Plants</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Giant Amazon Sword Plants</td>
<td>7/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4-5 inches</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Water Lily</td>
<td>2/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Very beautiful plants</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPECIAL Algae eating pond snails 1/- each**

**THE AQUARIIST**
What is your opinion?
by B. Whitestide

Many aquarium keepers are, like myself, keen to receive their monthly copy of "The Aquarist" and to glean from it the information and experiences of a variety of writers. One feature which I find interesting is the column in which experts answer readers' queries. To me, an even more interesting feature is the readers' letters section in which can be found many and varied comments and views on previous articles and on other subjects of interest to aquarists.

I'm sure many other readers enjoy these letters by readers who are keen enough to take the trouble to express their views on paper. After all, it only takes a little time and a 4d. stamp, to write and post a letter.

What about a new feature, on organised lines, whereby I pose several questions of general interest each month and invite you, the reader, to give your own personal answer or comments? In such a feature you would be free to give your own answers for which you would be given credit, although the editor would reserve the right to shorten letters used, if necessary. I would also like to be allowed to pass a few comments on the answers received to my questions.

Such a series could, I think, with the cooperation of yourself, provide a wide and varied collection of information on specific subjects and permit other readers to share the specific successes or failures which you yourself have had. In this we would have a wide selection of information from a large number of aquarists, instead of the opinion of just one writer, which the usual type of article provides. There must be many aquarists who have gained, from personal experience, information which would be of great use to other aquarists.

The first question which I would like to pose concerns the use of loam, clay or peat, or mixtures of these used as growing media for plants, beneath the gravel in community aquaria. What has been your experience in their use? Having just set up four tanks with under gravel loam and peat, I await with interest my findings and would be pleased to hear of the experiences.
Going marine – Part 4 Coral fishes

by T. Ravensdale

The many different specimens available in shops throughout the country change daily. New fish are to be seen every week. Many of these are either unidentified or incorrectly named and it is almost impossible for the dealer to know exactly what fishes will arrive after placing an order abroad. Of the twenty or so he may have picked from an export list, only two or three may actually arrive—along with others not even ordered. Up to 90 per cent of an order may arrive dead. The dealer, therefore, takes what he can get and consequently marine fishes are both scarce and expensive and, until the hobby gets a tighter hold (this isn’t the first time we have seen a marine craze), this unfortunate situation will exist. However, now that more shops are “pioneering” and taking a chance on “Going Marine” the hobby will undoubtedly expand.

Under these conditions, therefore, it is a very difficult task to compile any list that will remain up to date for more than a week or two. We are, consequently, only mentioning fishes that we know to have been imported by the simple fact that we ourselves have owned and studied them. We are also, in doing this, restricting the list to only those fish which we have had personal experience of and not those about which we have only read in books.

Puffers (Canthigasteridae and Tetradontidae)

These fishes are very often variable in their salt content requirements, quite often allowing themselves to be kept in fresh water altogether. But here again, the colours suffer and condition seems poor without salt. They can, however, grow to a considerable size and often exceed 12 inches in length.

The puffer is scaleless and able to inflate itself to a considerable extent—often quite noisily. They require plenty of space for reasons other than growth rate for they consume vast quantities of oxygen. Puffers are also inclined to be greedy and, with their sharp teeth, can inflict nasty wounds. Like the Clown fish, they are poor swimmers and, as nature has endowed them with other
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forms of defence, these should be considered before installation into a community aquarium.

**Sea Horses (Syngathidae)**

Sea horses and Pipe fish (the latter can be kept in freshwater) are unusual inasmuch as they have an external skeleton and rather unusual breeding habits. The female sports an ovipositor which, at breeding time, she inserts into the brood pouch of the male and deposits her eggs. The male carries these eggs until they hatch—usually about two weeks. Sea horses, although harmless to larger fish, should not be kept in the community aquarium for they are poor swimmers and seldom get any food. They will only accept living food such as brine shrimp or fry, but do make sure that the brine shrimp has been fed before using it. They must also be provided with somewhere to "park" such as branch coral, around which they entwine their tails.

**Clown fishes (Pomacentridae)**

Clown fishes are probably the first choice of new marine fanciers. They are startlingly coloured and look rather as if they have toothache with a bandage round their heads. These fish look almost painted and certainly catch the eye. They are often associated with the anemone. They are not very good swimmers and seem to think they are still in company with an anemone even when not, for they display a peculiar waving motion at all times. They prefer a dark corner to which they can rush when frightened and will surprisingly chase away intruders with a nip. They are not the easiest of marine to keep and are especially prone to catching the disease Oodinium. My personal belief is that the anemone feeds on the skin of stricken clown fishes and consequently keeps it free from disease, but much research is needed here, for the anemone does not restrict its "cleaning activities" to the clown alone.

Clown fishes will often refuse food for a long time after arrival but, after the first meal has been taken, will accept most foods greedily.

The Clown fish is also one of the few fishes from the tropical sea to have been spawned in captivity but, as yet, no success has been reported in the growth of fry. I do not personally feel the Clown to be the best of marine to begin with for it can be very timid and often
Sergeant major fish
(*Abudelfadl sordidus*)

...carries a disease which can be passed through the tank with lightning rapidity. All Clown fish should be subjected to strict quarantine when purchased.

The *Amphiprion percula* is the cheapest and most popular Clown fish and preference should be given to this before either *A. triaenopterus* or *A. ophippianus*, both of which are even more delicate. The *A. percula* can grow to lengths exceeding eight inches. The *A. bicinctus* is probably the rarest of Clown fish and is often mistaken for the Tomato clown.

**Damsels (Pomacentridae)**

These are very tough little fish obtainable from both the Atlantic or Pacific and can stand a considerable variation of conditions. They are, however, usually aggressive and can cause considerable damage in a community tank. Consequently they must be furnished with hiding places and "territories" which tend to reduce their squabbling.

The Sergeant Major (*Abudelfadl sallei*) from America is a very good choice for a first fish. He is peaceful, rarely grows larger than six inches in the wilds and eats anything from the wood go. He will soon teach other less bold fish how to eat, for wild fish are naturally greedy (they aren't to know where their next meal will come from) and find it difficult to ignore the Sergeant's mad rush for food at meal times.

The *Dascyllus aruanus* is another small fish (usually growing to about three inches only), but what is lacking in size can often be compensated for by fervority. It is quite similar to the *D. melanurus* except that the black dorsal is broken by the continuance of the white body band. Another good feeder—but one to watch.

The Domino (*D. trimaculatus*) is a very tough and desirable fish. A good feeder but inclined to be a bully where smaller fish are concerned. The white spots on his body contrast greatly with his photographic black texture. He is often the last to succumb to a contagious disease and can put up with wide variations in water conditions. He is one of the larger Damsels and can grow over six inches in length. Dominos are easily obtainable and quite cheap to buy.

**File fishes (Monocanthidae)**

These fish are quite similar to the triggers except that they lack the folding mechanism. Their name "File" does not refer to the spike on their backs, but to the abrasive qualities of their skin. They are completely scaleless
and have a hide which is often used by natives for polishing and filing—rather like the tough skin of a shark. They are, however, rather difficult to feed if kept in a "hospital clean" aquarium for they prefer digging around in murky corners and are almost completely herbivorous. Their food, like surgeon, must be great in greenery content. They consume vast quantities of algae that they soon litter the bottom of the aquarium with droppings often high in algae content that has not even been digested. In general, not a clean-tank fish.

**Butterflies and Angels (Chaetodontidae)**

There are probably more of these fish imported than any other and this is obviously due to their beautiful colours and vivid individuality. They are, however, rather timid and are sometimes too difficult to feed at first. The Atlantic Angels suffer the further detriment of being quite capable of inflicting frightful wounds upon each other with rather vicious spines with which nature has endowed their gill plates. The Atlantic Angels have somewhat larger, more flexible fins than Pacific specimens.

When purchasing Angels don't be tempted into a "pair"; for two of equal size may well destroy each other. Most butterflies require live foods to begin with and sometimes even insist upon it throughout their lives. Some of the more delicate fish such as the Chelmon rostratus will always refuse anything but live food. This particular fish with its extremely long nose indicates its normal feeding habits quite plainly anatomically. It is a "coral picker" and lives naturally on minute animals; its nose allows access to the deep crevices of its coral home.

Most butterflies have small mouths and rather less extravagant noses than the Chelmon but they are, nevertheless, specialist feeders and should therefore be regarded with thought before purchase.
Batfish (Platexidae)
The most common Batfish imported is the *Platex orbicularis* and this fish can become as tame as any pet. He will accept almost any food and soon learns to take it from the hand. The objection to this very friendly and strong fish is its size. Specimens with a two-foot span are not unknown and, in consequence, a very large aquarium is advised.

Frogfish (Antennariidae)
These must surely be the weirdest creatures on earth, relying solely upon their ugliness to camouflage themselves in the great masses of floating weed in which they live. They are lazy creatures and prefer to lie in wait for food. The Anglerfishes actually sport built-in fishing rods complete with wriggling bait to entice the unfortunate prey into their enormous mouths. They are unsafe in the community aquarium and seem unhappy without the great masses of weed they are used to. They can be kept for a while by the enthusiast, relying solely upon live food for sustenance—the size of which does not seem to matter. Two equal sized *Surgeonum* will inevitably become one overnight, so elastic are their stomachs. Not a recommended fish for the beginner, and one demanding great care and attention by the expert.

Monos (Monodactylidae)
Monos have been kept for years as “brackish fish” and one can certainly be kept for some time as such, but put one into a pure marine aquarium and see the difference. As with any silver coloured fish, plus the fact that it is small scaled, be flashes around the tank like a piece of mobile tin-foil. As his appetite is surpassed by none he grows prodigiously and his hardness is much greater in marine water. Needless to say, any water changes must be made slowly.

Moorish Idols (Zanclidae)
Here is the undoubted Queen of the coral reef, the most graceful fish in the world and, unfortunately, one of the most difficult to keep. With her pursed lips, so thought waiting for a kiss, and immense dorsal fin combined with startling colours, the Moorish Idol has been a prize attempted by many, but without much success. There seems little point wasting space here with our own experiences for we have been unable to keep one alive ourselves for longer than a month, so we suggest you leave this fish to the experts (or the rich) and console yourselves...
with a Heniochus acuminatus which is a similar fish but much harder.

Scats (Scatophagidae)
Here is another “beakfish” fish which is more often than not kept in fresh water—usually for not a long time. The Scat is undoubtedly happier in salt water. It will grow up to twelve inches in size and may become very tame, usually managing to get to the food first. More than one Scat in the same tank can prove troublesome for they can be aggressive towards each other. For this reason small timid fish should not be kept in a Scat tank for they will seldom see much food.

There are several varieties of Scat, the most common being the Scatophagus argus (100-eyed-mack-erater) which comes from the East Indies. Finally, Scats must be given a regular supply of green food such as string sige or lettuce.

Scorpions (Scorpaenidae)
There are several specimens imported into England at the moment, the most well known being the Pterois volitans. This weird and beautiful fish is a firm favourite of mine. It is tough, hardy, peaceful and a pleasure to watch. The Scorpion is not a vicious fish—stinging all and sundry—and only uses his extremely dangerous poisonous spine as a means of defence when attacked.

The Scorpion is, in fact, an ideal community fish and often the last to catch diseases. He does, however, require a regular supply of live fish as food, and is always hungry. Being a predator he will engulf with remarkable speed any small enough to be considered food so he should not be kept with small fishes. Although some Scorpions can exceed 18 inches in length they are not very active and prefer to sulk, sometimes upside-down, in full view of the watcher. They can, because of their laziness, accept smaller living space than other similar-sized fish. A very desirable fish and one I would thoroughly recommend as a “first fish”—provided you can keep up with his food requirements.

Squirrels (Holocentridae)
These are easily recognisable fish, being usually all red in colour. Their eyes are large enough to indicate an

Continued on page 45
Saltwater Guppies

THINKING that baby guppies would make better food for tropical marines if they would live in saltwater I decided to try and acclimatise them. Many guppies and much time later I now have a breeding population of saltwater guppies.

I would be interested to know if anyone else has had success in this field!

Yours faithfully,
G. W. Beard,
"Bryn Awelon", Sychnant Pass Road,
Conway, Caerns, North Wales.

Wear this Misnomer

I NOTICE in your advertisements that Rutilus atherus is being offered for sale. May I warn purchasers that this is NOT the correct name for this fish.

For the past year I have been endeavouring, by sending preserved specimens, to obtain the scientific name of this species. I have been informed that the solution to this "Problem" fish is now nearer, and would ask aquarists to refer to this fish as Rutilus species meantime.

When the correct name is sent on to me I will let aquarists know through this column.

E. J. Seymour,
Technical Editor B.E.A.,
26, Liff Road, Lochee,
Dundee, Scotland.

Closing Remarks on pH

AT some stage the Editor of a magazine must close a correspondence which has occupied more than its share of his valuable space, a point that highlights the fact that a few minutes conversation would close up matters which could occupy months in "Our Readers Write"—but I hope I may be allowed gently to contradict Mr. Stephen Byles (Aquarist, April).

My letter (in January) did not, I am sure, contradict the meaning of pH as expounded by Mr. Mackinnon's "pH Explained" (in October). On re-reading all the letters concerned, I still feel that it was apparent that I wanted to disagree with the derivation of the letters themselves—that I did not consider we were correct in providing the "p" with an English derivation and went on to give my grounds for this comment.

As to whether older aquarists, at least, understand the meaning of pH, we must remember that argument on this subject crops up every few years, either in discussion or in print, and from this it might be deduced that on each occasion all explanations are forgotten and that fresh "generations" of aquarists need to go into the matter yet again. One such attempt at a non-technical explanation appeared in the pages of The Aquarist some 10-15 years ago, in the form of an article (with faux pas) under the names of my colleague Chris Tratt and myself. If memory serves, we aimed at providing an explanation without resort to mathematical expressions which are practically incomprehensible to a very large number of people. Like all other attempts, the idea and intention was good. Yet on reflection one might doubt whether any purpose is served by knowledge beyond the "fact" that pH numbers are a measure of acidity and alkalinity—and please don't quibble with that last remark, which is based upon the following thought:

I do not own a television (or radio, indeed) but if I did I would have no desire to understand what those tubes and wires might do—I wish only to press the button. With patience I might be taught what to do if the picture got too dark—can we not leave pH somewhat in the same condition?

Yours sincerely,
H. J. Vossler.
London, S.W.16.

Ed: As this correspondent points out, there comes a time when a halt must be called to protracted discussion on one topic, and that point has now been reached.

Aquarium and Room Decor

ALTHOUGH inside the aquarium receives full coverage through the medium of your columns, it would be very interesting to learn how readers of the Aquarist integrate aquariums into their home environment and, in
particular, how they manage to camouflage the various ancillary items of equipment which are essential for smooth running.

A brass tank on an angle-iron frame with pump, food, dip tube, etc., concealed behind a curtain on an adjacent window sill can be considered to enhance the aesthetic appeal of a home, however top-grade the fishes.

Again, many of the stand and aquarium units at present on sale are functionally designed with little regard for appearance. A little wrought-iron work with a frosted glass bookshelf conveniently placed so that any books are sure of a splash or two during periodic cleaning seems to be the design idea of every aquarist’s dream.

I am sure many of your readers have overcome these problems and if any of them combine the hobby of photography with that of fishkeeping, it would be helpful and stimulating if we could see illustrations of their handwork in the Aquarist.

Congratulations on the excellent new cover.

Yours faithfully,

K. HILLER
Gerrards Cross, Bucks.

Information Wanted

THIS year our Society, the Marine Study Aquatic Society of Great Britain, intends to run a series of coastal surveys to determine the population densities of the commoner species of littoral marine fauna.

To enable us to undertake such an operation, we require supplies of information from the areas to be covered. The majority of our work will be concerned with the south and south-eastern shorelines of the U.K., from a line stretching between Weymouth and Ipswich.

This letter, therefore, is more of an appeal to all aquarists’ societies or individuals who may be able to help. Could they send details of local tide tables and other information concerning the above area, to our Public Relations Officer, Mr. T. Ravensdale, 1 Harefield Road, Brockley, S.E.4, marking the envelope M.S.A.S. Native Marine Surveys?

Our outings, besides being constructive (we hope) also present the opportunity for aquarists to meet one another, whilst enjoying a day by the sea.

Yours faithfully,

G. JENNINGS
Marine Study Aquatic Society, of Great Britain.

An opinion about opinions

I HAVE always looked forward to reading each new article submitted to your magazine by Mr. Arthur Boarder. His style of writing, explicit and yet in simple terms, must appeal equally to beginner and expert. I often disagree with some of the comments he makes, but I am not vain enough to feel properly qualified to do so in print, since few people can have had as much experience with coldwater fish as Mr. Boarder has had. On many occasions I have been grateful to him for his advice, often appearing “just in the nick of time”.

Having found so many reasons to praise so regular and reliable a contributor, I was very disappointed to find that Mr. Boarder is beginning to use his articles as a political platform, from which he criticises show judging standards and point allocation systems.

In “Breeding types of goldfish” (November) he says: “I would prefer all fantails to be scaled as I am sure that many shubunkin type fantails are just throwouts from veiltails. A scaled fantail can never be bred as a throwout from any other variety”. Not even from a scaled veiltail? He goes on to say: “Most veiltails are shubunkin types and in my opinion the scaled type should never have been acknowledged”. “The pearl scales can appear in any type of scaled goldfish and in my opinion should never be classed as a distinct variety”.

In “The Veiltail Goldfish” (January) he states: “I do not agree with these standards for the veiltail, as I consider that all exhibition fishes should be calico and not visibly scaled”. Later on: “In my opinion the veiltail should always be calico and never scaled. I would like to see the fantail exclusively scaled and not calico as is often seen these days”.

In “The Oranda—a fancy goldfish” (March) we are told: “My suggestions for a good pointing system for the oranda are: Head 20... etc.” “It will be noted that I have ignored deformed as it is well known among knowledgeable aquarists that no fish can have a good deformation unless it is in good condition”. Cannot a fish in perfect condition have poor deformation? Another point I would like to stress is that a fault should never be penalised twice. I have known judges to knock off points for a damaged fin and then more for condition. There, then, no difference between finnage and condition.

Whilst all three articles are technically accurate and, I think, of benefit to the fancy goldfish keeper, the extracts quoted belong either in a letter to “Our Readers Write”, or in an article entitled “What I Think of British Show Standards”.

Show standards are, after all, only arbitrary things. What a set of standards describe as an ideal fish is not really as important as the fact that the set of standards does exist. If the G.S.G.B. or the F.B.A.S. (or even, for a change, both!) decide that the ideal fantail should have green operculum, then the majority of fanciers would derive as much satisfaction out of breeding and exhibiting ideal fantails as they do now.

As for judging, every enthusiast who exhibits in competitive shows, whether for flowers, fish or pedigree cattle, knows that the judges do try to be impartial. They each have personal preferences, as does Mr. Boarder, but a good judge (They DO exist!) is aware of this, and would never disregard a perfect scaled veiltail placed on his bench because he felt that all veiltails should be calico.

Please, Mr. Boarder, continue to teach us, as you have done, how to select, breed and raise fish which comply with the existing show standards. Don’t confuse us with what should or should not be, in your opinion. This would be, in my opinion, wrong.

Yours faithfully,

R.S. HOLMES
Limassol, Cyprus.
Freshwater shrimp
by Bill Simms

ALTHOUGH it will be but rarely that an aquarist finds one of these freshwater shrimps accidentally at large in his aquarium, they are nevertheless welcome inmates. The most common kind is Gammarus pulex, shown in the drawing. It has so many limbs in order to avoid confusion I have shown only the limbs on one side of the body.

Usually these shrimps scuttle around on their sides, hiding under stones where possible. They gather around any dead or decaying animal matter to feed, for they are great scavengers.

The female lays her eggs between the two sets of wide plates, or lamellae, along each side below her body. There they are fertilised by the male and stay until they hatch out. There may be anything from thirty to many hundreds, and occasionally a thousand, so it will be realised that these small shrimps can increase very rapidly.

This matter of vast numbers of any one creature has always interested me, and it is an easy piece of research for anyone. The idea is to select a small area, about 1 foot square, that appears to carry an average population, and count all the members of one species found in that area. With the freshwater shrimp, which can move very fast when disturbed, this requires a little thought, but eventually I came up with an idea. Having selected a slowly flowing shallow stream I got to work. I had a square not with an extremely strong rim. It was a foot across the straight edge. This was dug into the gravel and mud at one end of the selected area, and scraped along the bottom for a foot. Then it was lifted until all the rim was above the surface. I had picked up a lot of mud, so I held the net in a faster-running place until the mud was washed away.

The stones were carefully picked out, making sure that no shrimps adhered to them, and eventually I had a mass of live creatures in the net. Of course there were many other kinds than Gammarus, but soon they were all sorted.

In the square foot of stream I selected for this test there were 62 shrimps. This seemed a lot, so I did it again in a different place, and came up with 46. An average of 54 to the square foot, 486 to the square yard. Imagine the many thousands—no, millions—that must live along our streams.

Without any doubt the freshwater shrimps form a major part of the food of many fishes, and in this lies a lesson for those of us who keep fairly large fish. I have used them many times, and find that even tropicals such as the larger cichlids and big angelfish thrive on them. Without any doubt, one of the aquarist’s best friends.

Competition results

The Aquarist & Pondkeeper (8-10)

First prize of a £10 voucher to
Colin Anderson.
69 Victoria Park Drive South, Glasgow, W.A.
10 yrs.
Scotstoun School.

Highly Commended (all to receive one year’s free subscription to The Aquarist and Pondkeeper)

Dean Austin.
29, Ravenscroft, Browns Lane, Storrington, Sussex.
9 yrs. 8 mths.
Spierbridge Primary School.
Stephen Paul Holmes.
Star House, Charlton on Otmoor, Oxon.
9 yrs.
Charlton on Otmoor School.

Stephen Annels.
42 Alfrington Road, Drayton, Nr. Abingdon, Berks.
8 yrs. 4 mths.
Drayton County Primary School.

Dennis Jacques.
The Green, Charlton on Otmoor, Oxon.
10 yrs.
Charlton on Otmoor School.

Sarah Montgomery.
Summer Hill House, Willesthorpe, Ashford, Kent.
9 yrs.
Ashford Girls School.

Annette Dawn Spooner.
13 Newtown Avenue, North Bersted, Bognor Regis, Sussex.
8 yrs.
Laburnham Grove School.

Anabel Spencer.
43 Ringwood Avenue, London, N.2.
9 yrs.
Whittingham School.

Judith Margaret Skuse.
30 Ouchthorpe Lane, Outwood, Wakefield, Yorkshire.
9 yrs. 10 mths.
Newton Hill County Primary School.

The Aquarist & Pondkeeper (11-13)

First prize of a £12 voucher to Malcolm Rowen.
44 Penyghent Avenue, Burnholme, York, Yorkshire.
12 yrs.
Burnholme Secondary Modern.

Highly Commended (all to receive one year's free subscription to The Aquarist and Pondkeeper)

Glyn Walters.
22 Cavendish Road, Herne Bay, Kent.
12 yrs. 2 mths.
Herne Bay Secondary School.

Clifton Roberts.
61 Revesby Road, Carshalton, Surrey.
13 yrs.
Seynesford County Secondary School.

Stuart Elliot Shires.
12 Seymour Gardens, Hanworth, Feltham, Middlesex.
12 yrs. 11 mths.
Latymer Upper School.

David Evans.
437 Reading Road, Winnersh, Nr. Wokingham, Berkshire.
10 yrs. 11 mths.
Beaverwood C.P. School.

Felicity Hincka.
51 Mulgrave Road, Ealing, London, W.5.
13 yrs.
Northfields S.M. Girls School.

David Coull.
2 Warren Gardens, Cheltenham, Glos.
13 yrs.
Orpington Secondary Boys School.

Jonathan Heston.
17 Monkton Way, Kingston, Nr. Lewes.
19 yrs. 8 mths.
Soulterover Primary School.

G. W. Bartley.
West Hill Park School, Titchfield, Nr. Fareham, Hampshire.
19 yrs. 6 mths.

Frank I. Stroud.
122, Coburg Road, London, S.E.5.
11 yrs.
Paragon Comprehensive Boys School.

The Aquarist & Pondkeeper (14-16)

First prize of a £15 voucher to Malcolm Wilmar.
12 Brook Lane, Bexley, Kent, England.
14 yrs.
St. Mary's Grammar School.

Highly Commended (all to receive one year's free subscription to The Aquarist and Pondkeeper)

Anthony Nicholl.
8 Westholme Gardens, Ruislip, Middlesex.
14 yrs. 7 mths.
Gunnersbury Roman Catholic Grammar School, Acton.

Alan Newman.
112 Cooombe Lane, Croydon, Surrey, CRO 3RF.
14 yrs.
Royal Russell School.

Gordon Derek Bell.
15 Rugby Road, Bulkington, Nr. Nuneaton, Warwickshire.
14 yrs. 11 mths.
Nicholas Chamberlain Comprehensive School.

Philip C. Danska.
24 Oakways, Bexley Road, Eltham, London, S.E.9.
14 yrs.
Shooters Hill Grammar School.

Andrew Arden.
19 Heathfield Road, Bushey, Hertfordshire.
15 yrs.
Deacon's House Felsted School.

S. W. Ettinger.
St. Davids, South Terrace, Dorking, Surrey.
14 yrs. 8 mths.
Dorking County Grammar School.

Christopher Heal.
16 Beacom Avenue, Brightmet, Bolton, Lancs.
13 yrs. 1 mth.
Bolton School.

Collin A. Eastman.
2 Brickfield Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey, CR4 6DS.
14 yrs.
Sellehurst Grammar School.

David Wilkinson.
49 Westfields, St. Albans, Herts.
15 yrs.
St. Alban's School.

Peter F. Burns.
3 Copt Elm Close, Charlton Kings, Cheltenham, Glos.
14 yrs.
Whitefriars School.
Lampeys
by Dr. M. Sage

LAMPEYS are rather different to the usual inhabitants of the coldwater aquarium. At first sight they may look rather like eels, but the absence of jaws, bone, and paired fins, together with the single nostril on the dorsal side of the head, clearly shows that the lamprey is not a true fish. It is a relic of a group of animals that lived more than three hundred million years ago and from which true fishes may have evolved.

Rows of seven gill openings along the side of the body have been mistaken for eyes by people all over the world. This has led to a host of local names such as nine-eyes in England, seomange in Germany, sognooy in Holland, sognoj in Denmark, seomana in Sweden, minaya in Russia, and even the Japanese call them hannyaatsuna, which means, river eight eyes.

Lampreys were at one time commonly used as food. King Henry II is said to have died of a surfeit of these rather indigestible creatures, which are still eaten in parts of Europe. They have also been popular with fishermen for bait. Izaak Walton recommended them in his book, "The Compleat Angler". Before the trawl replaced the long-line method of fishing for cod, early this century, the Dutch fishermen used to bait their lines with pieces of lamprey. Each fishing boat carried a small boy whose job it was to bite in the heads of the lampreys, thus paralyzing them and enabling bait to be cut without chasing the slippery animals all over the boat.

The lamprey’s life cycle starts with the eggs laid in fresh water. These hatch into larvae called ammocoetes, which burrow into the mud and filter microscopic food from the water. The ammocoete does not have the sucker-like mouth of the adult and its eyes are covered with thick skin without scales. However, cells in the skin are light-sensitive; even the skin of the tail can detect light. After several years the ammocoete metamorphoses into the adult lamprey, a change that is similar to the better known metamorphosis of the tadpole into the frog.

The adult develops a sucker with a rasping tongue armed with horny teeth. The eyes develop and the body colour changes from yellow with brown pigment dorsally to white with black pigment. The adult animals then leave the mud. Depending on the species, the adult may migrate down to the sea. There are three different species of lamprey found in this country; the brook lamprey (Lampetra planeri), which may be about seven inches long, the larger river lamprey (L. fluviatilis) and, largest of the three, the sea lamprey (Petromyzon marinus), which at three feet or so is too large for most aquaria. The sea and river lampreys migrate down to the sea. Would there remain for a number of years, although we do not know exactly how long they live there before returning to spawn in fresh water. They feed by sucking into fish and rasping away the host’s flesh and sucking blood. They may also feed on invertebrates. The brook lamprey does not migrate to the sea, though it may move someway down stream. This animal probably never feeds after metamorphosis but lasts for the whole of its adult life on food reserves built up as a larva.

The river lamprey, which is the main one used for food, can be caught in rivers as it migrates upstream to breed. This migration starts in November and may last until February. The animals swim mainly at night and they are trapped as they attempt to overcome an obstacle such as a weir. The traps are wire baskets with a conical entrance. These are placed with the mouth facing upstream in the fast water below the weir. Animals which fail to swim over the weir at their first attempt are swept back into the trap where the fast current and narrow opening make it difficult for them to get out.

The ammocoete larvae can be caught by digging out the mud from streams and sifting it on a tray. They can be found in many streams where there are patches of mud provided there is no pollution. If the stream is good enough for trout it may well also contain ammocoete larvae.

I have found these animals easy to keep in aquaria. The larvae will live for years, eventually metamorphosing into adult lampreys. I find that it is best to keep the larvae in mud taken from the area where they were caught; this will provide all the food that they require for a long time but it is probably best to renew the mud every year.

THE AQUARIST
Running water is beneficial and it can be maintained in the aquarium with the aid of a constant-level siphon. Small fish can also be kept in the aquarium although it is best to avoid species that stir up the mud. An aquarium cover is essential for the adults which will otherwise put their ability to climb weirs to use and escape.

The ammocoete larvae of the different species of lamprey are rather difficult to tell apart. However, all can be kept in the aquarium. The brook lamprey is the most suitable of the adults for the aquarist. The following account of reproduction in lampreys is based on my observations of this species.

At sexual maturity the sexes are easily distinguished. The female has a ventral fin just behind the anus. This fin is absent in the male, which has a genital papilla. The animals build a simple nest, clearing a gravelly area of large stones with the aid of the sucker. The nest is hollowed out by sweeping the body through the gravel while the head is anchored to a nearby stone with the sucker. During courtship the male attaches his sucker to the side of the female at about the level of the anus. He then glides forward, keeping in contact with the female until the sucker is over the head. These movements may be repeated several times. When the eggs and sperm are shed the threshing of the animals covers many of the sticky eggs with gravel. Fertilisation appears to be external although the presence of the genital papilla in the male has led to speculation that internal fertilisation may occur.

I have watched the brook lamprey spawning in streams in Derbyshire in April and then collected some of the gravel together with the eggs and taken them home to wait for them to hatch. These animals will also breed in the aquarium, but as I have never obtained many eggs when leaving the animals to themselves, I strip the eggs and sperm when I want large numbers of young.

Following spawning, whether natural or from stripping, the females are so exhausted that they die soon afterwards. The males seem to be less affected and I have found some alive in June, perhaps two months after spawning. They do not however survive for a second season. This is not surprising when you remember that brook lampreys do not feed as adults.

The fertile eggs hatch at 13.5°C (56.3°F). The newly hatched young are delightful creatures to look at under the microscope. They are less than one centimetre long and almost completely transparent. It is possible to follow blood cells as they circulate around the body. At first the young are difficult to pick out from the gravel but if this is disturbed then their wriggling movements give them away. If you wish to try to rear them they should be transferred from the gravel to some mud. I have given youngsters additional food in the form of drops of green pond water.

If you should ever tire of these animals or if you ever require the aquarium for other purposes then you might like to try lampreys stewed in red wine, but remember what happened to King Henry.
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The Lionhead
by A. Boarder

The Lionhead is a fancy goldfish which is not seen in numbers at any of the aquarist shows during recent years. At many shows I have attended there have been only one or at the most two specimens on display. During the past few years there have been more Orandas on the show benches but not many of them either and there is no doubt that the difficulty of breeding good show specimens deters aquarists from going in for this particular variety. I do not think that they can be described as handsome, but certainly have a peculiarity all their own.

In general shape this fish resembles a fantail but it has no dorsal fin and has the large raspberry-like formation on the head. The body should be about oval in shape with a good clean curve over the back. This is one feature of the present-day Lionhead which is usually absent. No dorsal fin must be shown on this fish but in the position where this fin is normally on ordinary goldfish, there are often one or two nasty humps on the back. This is the worst fault seen today and it is not easy to breed Lionheads which show an absolutely clean back.

The caudal fin should be well developed and be completely divided. It should be well forked and carried in an horizontal plane with the body. The illustration of the Lionhead in the old standards shows a caudal fin which is very deep but the one in the later standards shows one which is much smaller. Practically all the fairly good Lionheads I have seen in recent years have had too small a caudal fin and in consequence have appeared rather out of balance, the tail not being large enough to counter-balance the hood, making it difficult for the fish to keep the body at an even keel.

The hood should be well developed covering the head above the eyes and running down over the gill plates. The common fault seen with this feature is that the hood does not come over the gill plates sufficiently, but I have certainly seen some Lionheads which had a larger hood than many of the Orandas I have seen. The anal fins must be double and separated. The pectoral and pelvic fins should not be too long or pointed. In the old standards these fins were quite pointed but under the newer ones they were more rounded and not too large.

The colour is variable; a self-coloured gold should be an entirely deep red and a variegated one should have two or more colours in a pleasing pattern. A shubunkin coloured fish is also recognised although I have never yet seen a good calico Lionhead which has the well formed hood. I do not see how such a fish can be obtained but of course this is only my opinion. I would have thought that the peculiar formation of the cells which form the hood would only appear in a scaled type of fish.

The minimum length for an exhibition Lionhead is two-inch body length, any fish of this size which is a good specimen should beat a larger fish which was not of such a good shape. Always remembering that a good large fish should beat a good small one. It is far easier to present a good small one because faults can often occur in a larger fish as it gets older. The paintings of the Federation of British Aquatic Societies for the Lionhead under the latest rules are: type and colour, 40; fins, 20; body, 20; condition and deportment 20. From this it will be noted that there are no points available for the hood which is the most outstanding and important feature of the Lionhead. Also only 20 points are available for the fins and as there are five to be judged it leaves little imagination to note that when the pelvic, pectoral and anal fins have been dealt with very few are left for the important caudal fin.

Under the old standards there were two sets of points, one for the scaled and one for the calico. I will give them with the scaled first. They are as follows: Head, 26, 27; body, 20, 18; caudal fin, 20, 18; pectoral fins, 2, 2; pelvic fins, 2, 2; anal fin, 4, 4; colour, 10, 15; condition, 4, 4; deportment, 10, 10. With this system of pointing the hood can be rewarded in pointing the head and the caudal fin gets plenty of points available as well.

My own suggestions for a pointing system for the Lionhead which would ensure that the important features were justly rewarded would be: Head, 30; body, 20; caudal 10; pelvic, 4; pectoral, 4; anal, 7; colour, 15; condition, 10. I consider that with this pointing it would then be possible to emphasise the faults or advantages.

Continued on page 41
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The Minnow

by B. Fry

The minnow (Phoxinus phoxinus) is a splendid little fish for a coldwater aquarium or garden pond. It belongs to the family Cyprinidae (Carps) and is widespread over Europe though it does not occur naturally in southern Spain or southern Italy. It is found throughout the British Isles except the north of Scotland and some parts of the west of Ireland.

In the wild state the minnow favours moving water over a gravelly bed and hardly ever exceeds 4 in. in length. It is a sociable little fish and likes the company of its own kind. Inevitably it swims in darting shoals of a dozen or two up to a hundred or more. It is curious by nature and is readily attracted to live or “dead” bait.

In colour it is dark olive on the back, lightening through silvery yellow to whitish below. The rounded sides are marbled and irregularly barred with brown. A green-gold stripe or band extends from the head to the root of the tail. The fins are grey to yellow with some pink to crimson spreading across the paired ones. There are no barbels on the mouth; the scales are very small.

The external differences between the sexes are not apparent until spawning time (May-June), when the female develops rather blotched sides, and the reddish tints in the ventral and pectoral fins of the male become brighter and spill, so to speak, on to the underparts. The female lays her sticky eggs on the stones and the fry emerge within seven days. They feed on the tiny living creatures that swim freely in the water such as daphnia and cyclops. Growth is rather slow and three or four years may elapse before a minnow is ready to breed.

P. phoxinus will usually breed in captivity if a true pair is introduced into a tank large enough to provide plenty of swimming space. A tank measuring about 24 in. by 12 in. by 12 in. is about right. Other essentials are a good light and clear, well-aerated water. Plants are necessary, too, to make the fish feel at home. Among the plants ideally suited to a minnow tank are Vallisneria spiralis, Elodea densa, and Sagittaria subulata. (This plant is usually referred to, quite incorrectly, botanically speaking, as S. natans.)

As a rule, a properly housed and cared for minnow will live several years in captivity. It requires nothing special in the way of food but thrives best when small earthworms and pieces of raw lean meat (cut small enough to be swallowed easily) are included in its diet. Ordinarily it does not take long for a minnow to grow tame enough to snatch a worm or narrow sliver of meat from your fingers. Altogether, then, this species makes a decorative and entertaining aquarium pet.

continued from page 40

The Lionhead

with a much better opportunity than is provided in the last standards. I realise that when the standards are made up it is not always possible to have specimen fishes on which to adjudicate but after one has had some years at judging various specimens it is possible to work out which points should have preference for certain features, and this applies to all the fancy goldfish whose forms have been produced from the original goldfish, and which varieties are recognized by their own particular abnormalities.

In breeding the Lionhead it must be remembered that it is no short time policy as the hood may take two or more years to develop. However, there are certain points which can be watched for before this time. The best pair of fishes should be obtained for breeding to ensure a good result. The hood is, of course, the main feature and only those fishes which have a good hood should be used. It is possible to breed into the strain the other necessities once a good hood has been obtained. Among the youngsters it is possible to discard all those which show a humpy back; by this I do not mean just uncuttiness, but the appearance of one or more knobs or points on the back where the dorsal fin of an ordinary fish would be. The caudal fin can also be examined when the fishes are young to cast out any without a divided tail. It will then be a game of patience to wait for the hoods to develop and if only a few fishes from a spawning with such a hood are obtained then the efforts will not have been in vain. As with my suggestions for pointing the fancy goldfish in previous articles I have omitted any points for departmentals as stated before this can only come with condition.
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Coldwater fish-keeping answered by A. Boarder

Many queries from readers of "The Aquarist" are answered by post each month, all aspects of the fancy being covered. Not all queries and answers can be published, and a stamped self-addressed envelope should be sent so that a direct reply can be given.

I intend to make a garden pond and as I am novice at fish-keeping I want to start right. Can you give me all the necessary information on making the pond, planting it, suitable fishes and their maintenance?

It would take a book to give all the necessary information and such a book is available to you at 5s. 6d. post free from the Aquarist and Pondkeeper, entitled "Coldwater Fishkeeping".

I am having trouble with White Spot disease in my outdoor pond. Can you suggest a cure?

It is no easy task to rid a pond of white spot disease. For one thing the parasites take much longer to develop in cold water than they would in a tropical tank. If you realise the way these parasites increase you will realise the difficulties in effecting a cure. While under the skin of a fish they cannot be killed and once they mature they drop from the fish and encyst. After a time, depending on the weather, fresh young parasites emerge which swim around to find a host. Unless they can do so they will soon die. One of the surest and easiest methods of controlling them is to isolate them in a well aerated tank. Each day move the fishes from one tank to a clean one. The cysts are then washed away every day before the new parasites have a chance to hatch out. Obviously this method cannot be employed whilst the fishes are still in the pond and I know of no means of clearing away the parasites while the fish are still in the pond. Such chemicals which can be used in a tank are not likely to have the same results in a fairly large pond.

I cut back the plants surrounding my pond. Should I also cut back the overgrowing plants in the water so that they have grown very rampantly?

If the under-water plants were very dense you could have removed some of them. However it is usual for many of these to die back somewhat during the winter. You had better wait until the spring before doing any pruning. These plants soon grow fresh once the water warms up.

I have a tank and the iron of the frame has rusted. Is there anything I can do to preserve it?

You can remove any rust with a wire brush and then paint it with one of the rust preventives on the market. A builder's merchant should be able to supply this. Alternatively you could paint the cleaned surface with a good aluminium paint as an undercoat and then give it one or two coats of a good enamel paint.

I have a goldfish which damaged the dorsal fin. Although it has healed up it has not grown again. Will this fin grow again and if so anything I can do to make it do so?

Damaged fins usually grow again after a time. There is nothing much you can do to hasten this. A salt bath helps a little but only use a dessertspoon of sea salt to a gallon of water and leave the fish in for a couple of days.

I have a fish which lost its tail with fin-rot and several fishes have black marks on them, especially on the fins. What is the cause?

When black marks appear on a goldfish once it has changed to gold, it is usually because of some damage to that spot. When new skin or flesh grows it is often black. This black will fade away in time and there is nothing much you can do about it. Once the water warms up a little, feed well with as much live food as the fishes will eat and make sure that the water in the pond is clean and pure.

I have an outdoor pool with some goldfish and golden orfe. During the winter I have found the orfe in a bad way as they have lost their balance. What can be the cause?

The orfe are not likely to have been affected by the cold weather as they like cool water at all times. However they must have a good clear, well-oxygenated water at all times and are one of the first types of coldwater fish to suffer if there is a deficiency of oxygen. The pond water which you state has not been changed for some years may have become impure and you should change as much as possible as soon as you can.

I have a few small goldfish in a 24 in. tank which is warmed. The fish are suffering from fin-rot which causes the fins to rot off. Do you have any advice about how to treat fish with fin-rot in the fins and eventually die. What is the cure?

It does not appear to be the usual fin congestion as this is mostly caused by a chill. As the water in your tank is warm there must be another cause. I think that the trouble is caused by a form of parasite but which one it is would be only conjecture on my part to say. There may be flukes on the fishes and these could account for the blood streaks in the fins but there would also be others on the body. The fishes under fluke attack would become emaciated, go off their food and mount at the surface of the water. I recommend a bath in a mild solution of Dettol, say a quarter teaspoonful to a gallon of water. Leave the fishes in for a few minutes only or less if they turn over. The water which you say has not been changed may be one of the causes as it could be over-charged with minerals. Try a complete change and see if things improve.

I have a fish pond in the garden and have some goldfish in it. Recently I bought two fishes with black spots down their bodies. I have enclosed a sketch. I have missed some small goldfish since these fishes were put into the pond. What do you think these fishes are and can they eat other fishes?

From your sketch it is apparent that the new fishes are Perch. These are British coldwater fish and they are carnivorous. They can eat any fish small enough to get into their large mouths and there is little doubt that the goldfish have been eaten by the Perch.

The common perch
Our experts' answers to tropical fish-keeping

What is a convict fish and where is it found in the wild?

The species usually referred to as the convict fish is Cichlasoma fasciatum, better known among old-time tropical fish fanciers as the characin. The characin was one of the first cichlids to be imported into Europe—about seventy years ago—from its native Brazil.

I have noticed one of my male puppiies displaying behavior, previously noted at a male assertiveness. What is the likelihood that this female will produce puppiies offspring?

It is possible for a male puppiy to fertilize a female assertively. However, it is not a common occurrence, and any fry resulting from such a mating are usually sterile.

Please supply me with the scientific name, range in nature, and aquaristic requirements of the freshwater sole.

The so-called freshwater sole is Acheis fasciatum, which is native to the coastal fresh-, brackish- and saltwaters of the eastern sea-board of North America, from Massachusetts to Texas. This species needs a well-washed sandy floor in its tank, clean, well-aerated water, and a temperature range of from 65°F (18°C) to 75°F (24°C). Any small live and flesh food is taken.

In the treatment of disease, why is ordinary cooking (block) salt recommended in preference to the more easily procured table salt?

Ordinary cooking salt, whether in crystal form or chopped from a block, is pure salt with well-known germicidal and healing properties. Table salt is salt to which chemicals have been added to prevent it caking in the packet and to insure easy running. Therefore, because of its additives, table salt is not suited to medical use.

Recently, I bought two lumps of Spilosoma graphicus, I cannot tell them to take the fish's temperature.

Please give me some information about this species' requirements in the aquarium.

First and foremost, Spilosoma graphicus is not a loach, though it is closely related to the loach family (Cobitidae). It is partially and simply a swimming fish that, if you turn its nose up at all the foods, alive or dead, that most aquarium fishes find edible. What it lives on is algae. Put it in a tank in which mosy algae grows and it should do very well. A temperature in the neighborhood of 75°F (24°C) suits it best.

Most dealers and aquarists I know maintain their tanks at a temperature of about 75°F (26°C) to 80°F (27°C). Yet in a book I was reading the other day the author expressed the opinion that a prolonged temperature of 75°F (25°C) is bad for tropica.

Please say how your comments?

Many dealers and aquarists keep their tanks unnecessarily warm. A temperature range of 72°F (22°C) to 75°F (24°C) is better for most, if not all, tropica. For breeding, however, a temporary rise to about 80°F (27°C) is called for.

I bought a wap goby the other day. It has retired to the back of the tank and has made no attempt to swim around with the other fishes. I am a beginner and feel rather worried about this fish. What do you advise?

Your wap goby is behaving quite normally. Gobies are bottom-living fishes that seldom, if ever, swim around in the middle of the water. Your particular goby needs to be left alone to settle down in its own good time. When it gets used to its surroundings you will see it moving about more often. Introduce whiteworms, chopped earthworms, and tiny fragments of red meat into the aquarium last thing at night. It will eat these things after the other fishes have quieted down. The addition of one teaspoonful of seaweed to every gallon of water in its aquarium (this quantity of salt should not harm the other fishes) is advised. But once the recommended quantity of salt has been added, do not add any more.

Please give me some information on a puffer fish scientifically known as Torpedo nobiliana.

This puffer, a species native to the Congo, is one of the most sought after members of its family. It is a handsome, colourfully, and seldom grows larger than 2½ in. It flourishes best on pieces of meat, worms and live Daphnia. But it has one failing: it likes to nibble at plant life.

My dealer has some rather handsome looking fish which I have commonly called yellow dwarf ciclids. What is the scientific name of this species and what are its basic requirements in the aquarium?

The yellow dwarf ciclid is properly known as Apistogramma ritteri. This little fish (never larger than about 2 in.) flourishes best in a well-planted tank (no other fish present) filled with soft, peaty water. The usual tropical range temperature suits it. An abundance of live food is necessary to keep it in good health.

I am planning a decorative tropical tank for my lounge. The tank will be adequately, but not brightly, lighted. I should like to know what plants, in your experience, will help to achieve a tidy, yet artistic effect. Also, kindly indicate the positions the plants should occupy.

We suggest a well-developed Cryptocoryne berlei about the middle rear of the tank. In front of this anchor a narrowish strip—about 8 in. long—of the beautiful aquatic moss called Vazilia. On both sides of this lacy moss plant drifts of Sagittaria tabulata. Lead these grasses up to clumps of Cryptocoryne affinis, backed with plantings of Caballaea, Cheilocentus and Castilla. The resulting underwater scene should not fail to please you and provide a fine environment for the fish.

I have just acquired two young Tilapia aurea. I should be grateful for any information you can give me on the best way of caring for this species. Will the size of this fish, the size it will attain in an aquarium, its preferred food, and its attitude towards other fish?

This species is not easy to sex unless it is in breeding condition, when the female develops bloated sides and the male displays brighter colours. In a spacious tank it will reach a length of about 7 in. Worms and meat are taken with relish and help to keep it in good condition. It is not an aggressive fish and will get on quite well with other fishes of about its own size.

Is a thermostat absolutely necessary in an electrically heated aquarium?

Provided the heater is switched off in real warm weather, and the body of water heated by electricity is sufficiently large to preclude rapid cooling down, then a thermostat is not really necessary. Nevertheless, you must bear in mind that a thermostat does save the aquarist the trouble of keeping a frequent watch on a thermometer, and switching the heater on and off as the temperature rises and falls below the required range. Also, it is most unwise for anyone without much experience of tropical fishkeeping to omit a thermostat from his set up. Abrupt changes of temperature in a tank soon lead to mounting losses and frequent outbreaks of disease.

Please give me the scientific name of the African catfish. Also, in which part of Africa does this fish occur?

The scientific name of the catfish popularly referred to as the African catfish is Simochilus terecanthus. It is found in the salt, brackish and fresh coastal waters of East Africa, but it is not confined to this part of the world alone. It is said to be quite widespread in the coastal waters of New Guinea and northern Australia.
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Marine queries answered by T. Ravensdale

I recently treated my marine aquarium with copper sulphate solution and now the coral is turning brown. Can I remove this discolouration?

Provided the discoloration has not passed the ‘brown’ stage to black it will wash off under the tap. If this does not remove all the discoloration a soaking for one hour in water with one tablespoon of bleach per gallon added will remove the unwanted colour. Citric acid will also remove copper sulphate but this is tricky and should be avoided until all else fails.

Dr. Axelrod recommends that new fish should be sterilized in a solution of potassium permanganate and fresh water—potassium permanganate is available from a dealer, then place the fish in salt-water tank, and potassium should be the first treatment used for all diseases. Is this true?

“T” He goes on to say, that chloramphenicol, penicillin and thiamphenicol will control fluorescent, bactoid and body rot, he does not say anything about white spot, and what antibiotic would I use to cure white spot?

“N” If I set up a salt-water aquarium, can I use sea urchin shells as ornamentals if the inside and spines are removed, and the urchin has been treated?

“D” What size and make of filter would I need for a tank 48 in. x 18 in. x 18 in. and what type of compound would I use to glaze a marine tank? Your comments please.

Dr. Axelrod has had considerable experience in writing about tropical fish and, in the U.S.A., where he lives, the method he suggests for sterilizing fish may be perfectly all right—climate, conditions and speed of transit etc. but here in Great Britain where fishes have just been subjected to the greatest upheaval of their lives by being pulled out of the sea, stuffed into a dark box and shutted half-way across the world I feel it would be little short of fatal to then plunge them into a bowl of fresh water doused with potassium permanganate. We are dealing with extremely delicate fish that are in a very shocked state, not a bag of daphnia. No, I’m afraid I prefer the old-fashioned method—quarantine. Put your new arrival into a quarantine tank with plenty of top water places, keep it reasonably dark and add enough good old-fashioned methylene blue to make the water deep blue. After a week or so it should be feeding well and free from unwanted organisms.

Question B:

Once again this is a case of the difference between a country where drugs are not difficult to obtain—and Great Britain. I have again personally found methylene blue quite effective in the control of “white spot” in the marine aquarium. If drugs are easily obtainable to you then try Penbritzen and penicillin in the same quantities suggested by Dr. Axelrod—I have found this to be excellent.

Question C:

I do not recommend the addition of sea urchin shells to the aquarium, whether marine or otherwise. They are very brittle and usually break up within a month or two. Can you not fit the urchins behind the rear glass?

Question D:

The size of filter suitable for your tank must surely depend upon your pocket. If it does not then plump for either two small or one double Eheim. Anything less than a high powered electric filter should be supplemented with either a sub gravel filter or frequent water changes, depending upon type and number of fish in the tank.

Ordinary ceramic putty is quite sufficient for glazing provided this compound is not allowed free access to the water. It can be sealed by a remarkable American product called “Dow Corning” or a lesser quality product called “Aqua Sealer”.

I wish to set up a coldwater marine aquarium but I would like more information on several aspects of the subject. Firstly, the question of using natural or artificial sea-water and if the latter is recommended, how should it be prepared and which is the best type to use? How should the salinity and acidity of the water be controlled, and the use of pH kits, etc.

The decision between natural or artificial sea water in this case must rest solely with yourself. If you are in a position to make frequent water changes from the sea then by all means use it but new commercial products such as “Tropic Marin Neo” are so well composed there is little to gain by not using it and much to lose by the possibility of collecting foul water. Another point is that synthetic water is uncontrollable and can be altered with a spoon. If using the latter, make sure that the density and pH of the water in which your specimens live tallies with your aquarium water.

A special salt water pH kit (costing about £1) is available on the British market and is reasonably accurate provided the test is made with clean equipment. Alkalinity can be attained by the addition of Sodium Carbonate (common washing soda). It is seldom necessary to lower the pH level and should remain as constant as possible (weather alone can change the pH) at 8.3.

I wish to raise brine shrimp to adult size. A few times I have tried sea salt mixed with water, have plenty of hatchings and fed with liquidity but after a couple of days all have died. I have now bought the proper marine salts for marine aquariums but would appreciate your advice on feeding.

The probable reason for your failure to raise adult brine shrimp is simply excess. Excess brine shrimp and excess food. Instead of dipping enough eggs to cover a fingernail into the hatching tank try a dozen eggs only and leave the container near a window where algae can form. This algae is quite sufficient to feed the shrimp but, should you wish to use liquidity, feed only the very tiniest drop once a week. After the young shrimps have grown enough (about three weeks) they can be fed with live food such as young brine shrimp.

In preference to a square container use a round one such as a goldfish bowl and aerate this if possible.

News items

So great has been the response to the Marine Study Society of Great Britain that a fellowship committee has been formed. This committee is comprised of Messrs. A. S. Metzen, G. H. Jennings and T. Ravensdale. The latter has also been appointed to the general committee as public relations officer.

The M.S.S. have also shown great concern for the damage caused to fish around the South coast of Britain over the oil ship disaster and are organising a fund for the aid of this relief.

A new book of interest to marine fanciers is to be published later this year by Messrs. Foyle’s of Charing Cross Rd. The book is to be called “Coral Fishes, their care and maintenance”, and is written by T. Ravensdale who is currently writing our series on “Going Marine”.

A new marine tank may be appearing on the market shortly. It is of fibreglass construction and will have only one viewing front of glass. The manufacturers will be Messrs. C. B. Boats Ltd. of Tollesbury, Essex.
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Going marine—part 4 Coral fish

almost nocturnal existence and should, consequently, be provided with hiding spaces or subdued lighting. These fishes grow quite large (up to 18 inches) and should, therefore, be kept only in the very largest of aquariums.

Surgeons (Acanthuridae)

The Surgeon is a fish to be watched when handling for he sports a very sharp pair of "scalpels" on the rear section of his body which, when extended, can cut to the bone. His dorsal fin is also sharp when erected and can sometimes sting with poison.

All Surgeons live practically exclusively on algae and, unless you provide them with some, they will not live long. Although reasonably hardy and peaceful, a Surgeon will instantly attack any new arrival which is near his own size. He seldom attacks smaller—or larger—fish. If you intend keeping a Surgeon, then introduce him to the community tank last of all, and with a suspicious hand. The Surgeon prefers a temperature near to eighty degrees F. and can grow to at least twelve inches, so allow room for him to "operate".

Triggers (Balistidae)

Most triggers originate from the Pacific and some can grow to lengths beyond twelve inches, so again take into consideration your tank space.

The popular Hawaiian Trigger (Balistapus undulatus) is rather timid and often difficult to start feeding. He must be provided with a place in your rockwork or coral where he can acclimate his trigger mechanism, which is simply an extended folding dorsal extension which can be locked into position thus rendering removal from its home an involuntary act. (Dorsal fins which do more than simply act as a steering aid as in freshwater fishes, are quite common in the marine world where life is in far greater danger.)

The Trigger, although having an enormous head compared to body size, has a very small mouth, but do not regard this as indicative of weakness for many Triggers can gasp a hand or remove a finger with one snap—and they often do.

This very active fish, when happy, can become quite tame, tipping up on its side to be tickled. I know one particular Balistapus undulatus which collects all the coral in its tank at night, piece by piece, and piles it up in the corner before going to bed in it.

Triggers are unfortunately particularly susceptible to Oodinium and should be checked regularly for signs of distress.

Trunkfish (Ostraciidae)

This family includes the cow fishes, boxfish, and some spined varieties. The fundamental aggression deterrent of this family is their difficulty in being digested, for not many fish are able to swallow them.

The Trunkfish usually lives inside a built-in shell which covers the body entirely except for the mouth, tail and fins. This "stiff body" makes swimming difficult and therefore most foods are accepted greedily. Great care should be taken not to excite a fish from this family for some can emit a substance poisonous not only to all the fish in the aquarium but also to itself. A Trunkfish should, furthermore, be given plenty of water space per inch of body size for it consumes oxygen rapidly and should be regarded as a fish of twice its actual size.

Wrasse (Labridae)

Wrasse can be found all over the world and in practically any tropical sea. They are the toughest of all coral fishes and therefore a very good fish to start your marine aquarium with. They are undemanding and will take most foods. They also like to chew coral with their very tough jaws.

The wrasses are very fast, streamlined fish and range in colour from drab colourless specimens to some of the most "painted" beauties of them all. Some wrasses can give their owners heart attack by tipping up on their sides periodically and drifting, as though dead, in the most unnatural positions. It is quite normal and only indicates their natural laziness, although try catching one to see just how fast they can be.

Most wrasses prefer to dig themselves into the floor covering at night and sometimes vanish altogether in this way. Some even go to the trouble of manufacturing a bubble every night (e.g., Thalassoma bifasciatus) which they use as a tent.

The Coris gaimardi is a popular import and, although it can reach the twelve inch mark in the wild, seldom outgrows an aquarium. It is peaceful, colourful and a joy to watch with its acrobatic tendencies; in fact, well worth considering when "Going Marine".

continued from page 27

What is your opinion?

of others with these media.

Having been a keen user of under gravel filters for the past number of years, I have decided to abandon their use for a trial period, resorting to other forms of filtration. What has been your experience of the use of under gravel filters?

I would be most pleased to have your comments on the above two questions. It does not take long to write a short letter. Remember your answer could be the long awaited solution to a problem which has been giving trouble to many aquarists for a long time. Let's have a good response letter-wise. Remember "The Aquarist" has probably given you a lot of useful advice in the past. What about you returning the help by dropping me a line in the post, c/o "The Aquarist"
Rearing young Caymans
by M. Peaker, B.Sc.

Since measures were taken to protect the Mississippi Alligator (*Alligator mississippiensis*) in the U.S.A., the most commonly imported crocodilians are the South American Caymans particularly the Spectacled Cayman (*Caiman crocodilus*) which was for many years known as *C. sclerops*.

It is so-called because the eye sockets appear to be connected by a ridge giving the owner a bespectacled appearance. Incidentally, the correct plural of cayman is caymans and not caymen as is so often seen. To the pet-trade they are usually simply "alligators" but this title is reserved for the Mississippi and Chinese species although caymans do belong to the same family—the Alligatoridae.

The size of imported specimens varies from about eight to twelve inches but the fully-grown length of this species is from five to six feet and it is well worth remembering this before buying these animals. Several years ago there were far more medium-sized ones than could be accommodated in zoological gardens and many owners had difficulty in finding a home for their animals when they became too large.

It is unfortunate, if not criminal, that a great many of these delightful reptiles find their way to pet-shops whose owners know little (and in many cases are willing to learn less) of their requirements and that many are then purchased by people in a similar ignorant state and who get little advice on their care. It is hardly surprising that many fail to survive for more than a few weeks. Most deplorable, I think, was a notice that I saw in an East Midlands pet shop several years ago stating that room temperature was satisfactory for these animals and that they were guaranteed not to bite. They were housed in a tank without heat and containing far too much water. In consequence, they were floating on the surface in a semi-torpid condition. Reliable animal dealers usually have healthy caymans.

I think the best way to keep young crocodilians is in an aquarium tank until they reach a length of about two feet or even less when a similar arrangement to that used in many zoological gardens would be more convenient; that is, a heated pool with a beach for basking under the sun or a lamp. This, of course, would be more expensive to set up and keep at the necessary temperature.

A tank two or three feet in length and fifteen to twenty inches wide is suitable for several specimens until they outgrow their quarters. One third of the space should be land and the remainder should contain only a few inches of water as they appear to like the feel of their feet on the bottom (this is probably a protection against predators which bask in deep water). I have used pieces of sandstone for the land area but firmly fixed wood is often suggested and would doubtless prove satisfactory. Heapd gravel is most unsatisfactory as it is difficult to clean and is soon pushed into the water area. Rocks usually remain where they are put and are fairly easy to clean especially if two sets are available and are alternated at each cleaning-out. The dirty ones can be scrubbed and left in the sun until required again. The water level will often need to be brought back to normal owing to the high evaporation rate.

An ordinary aquarium heater and thermostat (I prefer the combined type) can be used to regulate the temperature to 80-85°F during the day although the night temperature may fall to 65°F. The tank should be covered—partly by glass to retain heat and a high level of humidity and partly by perforated zinc to allow air to enter and prevent escapes. Floating plants may be placed in the water as some specimens may prefer to hide under vegetation just leaving their nostrils and eyes above water. During winter days or if there is no access to direct sunlight, an electric lamp may be carefully suspended over the animals for several hours each day. Similarly an ultra-violet lamp can be used but only for a few minutes daily. In both cases I am inclined to give some form of shelter that the animals could use if they desired. The heating equipment should...
be installed and checked several weeks before the arrival of specimens as I have lost several in cold weather owing to the thermostat sticking in the "off" position and in future alarm systems will be installed to give warning of falling temperatures. The hoppers should be protected against knocks by wrapping them in perforated zinc or enclosing them in a wooden frame before being fastened to the side by suction holders.

Feeding presents few problems and although it is often stated (perhaps erroneously) that fish is the main food in the wild, mammalian food is preferred in captivity. Meal-worms are often rejected but earthworms, large insects, tadpoles etc. are taken. Ours are usually fed on a variety of food with meat as the main part of the diet. This is cut into small pieces and fed to the same specimens from forceps or placed at the water's edge. Provided that the temperature is sufficiently high, little difficulty should be experienced in feeding. Small dead mice are very good as they contain many essential dietary factors. A few small round pebbles should be provided as they are often swallowed by crocodilians perhaps to aid in the grinding of food, perhaps as "ballast" in swimming. My Mississippi Alligator was seen to swallow stones and soil during his first few weeks with us.

A little cod liver oil should be added to the food at regular intervals either as liquid, which tends to be messy, or as capsules which can be pushed into the meat. Powdered calcium phosphate or a proprietary calcium additive should be sprinkled on to the food at the same time that cod liver oil is given. This oil containing vitamin D aids the absorption of calcium from the intestine thereby preventing rickets in which many young animals are particularly susceptible. A multivitamin preparation, "Abidec" (Parke-Davis) for example, can also be given on the food—a few drops each week.

Green tanks are beneficial to health as the algae taken in with the food is a valuable source of many vitamins and their chemical precursors. There is, however, a difference between a green tank and a dirty tank containing putrefying meat and faeces. Occasionally the animals should be scrubbed clean for which purpose a tooth brush is ideal. Their teeth and mouth should at the same time be brushed gently with weak salt water.

I know of only one person who has tamed a cayman sufficiently well to handle without it biting (they are far more difficult to tame than Mississippi Alligators). Even then the specimens were handled daily. It has sometimes been said that excess handling is injurious to health, so obviously the keeper must use his own discretion. If treated properly a young cayman may well increase in length by fourteen inches per year.

A young cayman should cost from twenty-five to thirty-five shillings depending on the time of year, size etc. but it is inadvisable to transport them or have them sent during cold weather as they are extremely susceptible to a sudden decrease in temperature and death may easily result.

These young crocodilians are extremely good tropical reptiles for the novice to keep and are easily cared for once a few basic facts are known. They should be of great interest to their keepers.
Showbench

Judging fish is not the easiest of pastimes especially with all the new fish available and the acute shortage of judges but most clubs have a show or two during the course of the year. Lots of hobbyists want to show off their better specimen and where better than the show-bench? The trouble here is who is to judge the fish? Surely not a fellow club member.

The Association of South London Aquarist Societies are well aware of this problem and do their best to provide unbiased judges for any member of their association. These judges are carefully selected and must go through a strenuous course before they are even considered. Any experienced aquarist may apply (through his club secretary) for enrolment in the A.S.L.A.S. judges’ course and, when enough applications are received, a course is organized. Groups of three or four would-be judges go along with a senior judge to learn all the “tricks of the trade”, attending as many shows as possible. The “probationists” extract as much information as they can from the senior judge and have some six months in which to do so. Their spare time is taken up in studying as many books as possible—in particular Sterba’s “Freshwater fishes of the world”, a book without which no judge is to be seen. Exercises are organised and all possible knowledge and experience is passed from senior to junior judge. At the end of the course each prospective judge is “judged” by a panel of senior officials. Competent applicants are then rewarded by an appointment as judge. These “new” judges only deal with closed club shows until enough experience is gained to warrant their appearance at open shows. It should be pointed out, however, that stipulations for a standard of judging are exactly the same whether for an open or closed show; the system does not differ according to the class of show.

There are three types of show to be judged. The furnished tank show, the fish show and the breeding class. These are best dealt with separately.

A furnished tank show
As in all shows, a points system is used and this pointing is made up in the following way; plants 25 points, fishes 25 points, rockwork and general appearance 50 points. Points can be deducted from the maximum by such deli¬cacies as incompatibility between fishes and plants (e.g. fish from the Amazon mixed with plants from Africa) to such obvious laxities as poor plants, algae coatings, dirty glass and poor fish mixed jackadistically. A natural layout should be aimed for and such additions as plastic divers and automatic shells should be avoided. Equipment necessary to the function of a tropical aquarium should be concealed and the crowns of plant roots should be showing where nature demands it. The tank should not be overcrowded or the community haphazard in selection. A pair of large angels with their babies would attract any judge’s eye but do ensure that all the fry are of the same size.

A fish show
The points system for judging fish is as follows; colour 20 points, size 20 points, finnage 20 points, body shape 20 points, condition and deportment 20 points.

The main point loser these days seems to be poor size. Most fishes that appear in club shows are far below their standard size and great point losses must occur. Fish simply aren’t as large as they were a few years back and colours seldom as vivid. Colour foods should not be used in an effort to improve colouration for any judge worth his salt will detect colour food usage and down-point accordingly. Most fish will lose their colour when frightened by a net—characins are notorious for this—and should therefore be caught well before show time. Great care should also be taken not to damage the fish when catching it—a split fin may cost you a prize. The point losses possible in a fish show are far too numerous to list here but do at least try to avoid the obvious failings such as damaged scales, split fins, broken feelers, food in the jar or oxygen bubbles clinging to the fish through using fresh tap water. Use the water from your aquarium and do not fill the jar (which should be square and large enough not to cause discomfort to the fish) to the brim but allow room for air.

The breeders’ class
This class is usually combined with a fish show and does not refer to professional breeders. It simply judges fish which have been bred by the exhibitor. This points system gives 30 points for matching, 20 points for size (for age), 20 points for colour, 20 points for condition and, strangely enough, only ten points for achievement of breeding. There is little one can add to this except to emphasize that all the fish should be the same size. Only six are required and these should be the best match you can manage, having the same body type and size, the same colour and age aged from two to twelve months.

As pointed out, one could continue with the “dos and don’ts” for pages but it all boils down to one basic fact. You are out to win a prize and in order to do so you must have the best exhibit in the show so take care and give your best attention to the fish before you show it. Remember, even if you never win, your fish will look better for the extra care necessary for show fish.
Cryptocorynes
by B. Whiteside

It is a well-known fact that plants of the genus Cryptocoryne are prone to losing their foliage if subjected to certain changes in their environment. Anyone who has grown these plants will know the sort of changes in environment to which I refer. There have been a number of very good and logical reasons put forward as to why such changes cause the plants to lose their foliage.

Having recently introduced a single plant of Cryptocoryne petchii into an aquarium which was mainly planted with other species of Cryptocoryne, I was expecting this plant to lose its foliage in the usual manner. Before introducing the new plant it was washed in tap water and no extra water was added to the aquarium. As expected, after a few days the leaves on the newly planted specimen began to show signs of disintegrating or rotting.

What interested and annoyed me was the fact that the other established, strongly growing species of Cryptocoryne in the particular aquarium, as soon as the newly introduced C. petchii began to disintegrate, all began to do exactly the same. The only species which did not show any signs of rotting was the dwarf form of C. nesii.

What I would like to suggest is that the disintegrating foliage of the C. petchii exuded some substance, common to the other species, which acted as a trigger mechanism for the other species to also commence disintegrating. I have no idea as to what this substance might be, or if indeed there is any such substance. The introduction of new plants of other genera, at different times, into the same aquarium, had no adverse effects on the already present Cryptocoryne species. This would lead me to believe that only plants of the genus Cryptocoryne exude the supposed substance.

This hypothesis is, of course, open to ridicule as it does not explain why the introduction of other plants in some cases, or even of new fish, will precipitate the same leaf loss; nor does it explain why foliage will also often disintegrate when plants are moved, or when cut, or even some of the water, in an established aquarium is changed.

Possibly the idea of one decomposing plant of Cryptocoryne exuding some chemical substance, organic or inorganic, which causes other plants of the genus to lose their foliage, has been suggested before but as I have not seen anything on this particular idea in print before, I think that it would be interesting if other aquarists who grow plants of Cryptocoryne would, through the letters columns of the magazine, offer their own personal findings or opinions on this matter.

Although the plants in the particular aquarium are, as is usual, regenerating and producing new leaves, it is disappointing to have a tankful of healthy plants lose their leaves as it takes rather a long time for them to regain their former stage in development. It would be most interesting if someone could find the exact chemical cause and perhaps produce an inhibiting chemical which would prevent the leaf loss—assuming there is a chemical cause.

On the other hand, the process may be an innate protective mechanism which can no more be prevented than can leaf-fall in deciduous trees in this country. Perhaps the process works on the principle that a newly introduced plant disintegrates and exudes some substance which, in causing the other plants of the genus in the aquarium to lose their foliage, gives the newly introduced plant an almost equal chance of obtaining its own portion of water space for its leaves and of obtaining its share of available light. Of course the new plant has to establish its roots in the compost. It would be interesting to know what other readers think.

---

OBITUARY

With a heavy heart I pass on sad news of the sudden and tragic death of Mr. Paul Stokes and Mr. Harry Williams in a car accident on the 21st March.

Two aquarists who will be missed not only by aquarists in the Midlands, but the world over, due to their ties of friendship with the B.K.A. Paul was chairman of the British Killifish Association, Chairman of the B.K.A. New Species Committee, stabilising and distributing new species as they came into the country.

Most of the information pamphlets were from Paul's pen, sent out every month to members.

He was also on the committee of the M.A.A.S. and 'A' class judge. With Harry he ran training courses for judges as well as being Chairman of the Tipton Society.

Harry was the treasurer of the B.K.A., and did all the duplicating and mailing of the monthly newsletters, etc. (no mean task in itself) and a member of the New Species Committee, and 'A' class judge, also being a member of the Tipton Society.

Both of them would travel miles to judge or give a talk.

The void that both of them have left will be very hard to fill.

As an outsider from London I have lost friends of short-standing, but they had become close friends in the world of fish, that can cross the barrier of dialect or language.

I speak for all members of the B.K.A. when I say, may they rest in peace—but not be forgotten.

D. W. Ellis, British Killifish Association.
Introducing the “CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS” contest

FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THE HISTORY OF FISHEKEEPING in this country a competition is to be held to decide the Champion fish of the shows, and this will be promoted by the Aquarist and Pondkeeper. The entries will come from the winners of the “Best Fish in the Show” awards which are included in the open shows now being held, and they will be automatically eligible to enter for the “Champion of Champions” contest which will be held in conjunction with the British Aquarists’ Festival at Belle Vue, Manchester on the 28th-29th October. The cash prizes and other awards for this contest are given below.

This competition is the natural development of the “Best Fish in the Show” awards, previous information regarding which has been published in the last two issues of the Aquarist and Pondkeeper. We can now give the requirements of these awards, but it must be emphasised that the success of the entire scheme depends on our obtaining the full co-operation of club secretaries.

The proprietors of this magazine are awarding a gold plated pin to the winner of the “Best Fish in the Show” event at the open shows. An entry shall be a single fish, not a pair, a breeder’s entry or a furnished tank. British native fishes are not eligible, but in addition to the varieties of goldfish the following can be considered: gold orfe, golden tench, golden rudd, mirror carp and hi-go. The awards are for open shows only, and club or inter-club shows will not be considered. The winners of the “Best Fish in the Show” events will be invited to enter their fish for the “Champion of Champions” contest as previously mentioned.

A form which is required for completion in connection with the “Best Fish in the Show” award will be sent to all secretaries and the pins will be sent for presentation at the show as soon as these are available. Where a show has been held the form will be sent to the secretary for completion and return to the Aquarist and Pondkeeper, when the pin will be sent direct to the winner from this office. The names of all the winners for the “Best Fish in the Show” and who are eligible for entering the “Champion of Champions” contest will be announced monthly.

Prizes for the “CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS” contest

As mentioned above, the winners of the “Best Fish in the Show” at open shows will be entitled to enter for the “Champion of Champions” Contest. The prizes for this classic final are as follows:

To the winner. A cash prize of twenty guineas, a solid gold pin and a commemorative plaque. The second successful contestant will receive a cash prize of thirteen guineas and plaque, and the third will receive a cash prize of seven guineas and a plaque.

On the success of this contest, which is the first of its kind, will determine what alterations, if any, are necessary to be made in the future. The object is to encourage the breeding and exhibiting of good class fish, and it is in this connection that full support from the clubs is essential.

Manna-grass
by B. Fry

THE striped reed sweet- or manna-grass (Glyceria maxima var. variegata) is one of the finest, and hardiest, of the ornamental grasses that can either be used to add attraction to a pond surround (bog or ordinary moisture-retentive bed) or the pond itself; for it is a plant (derived from the ranker-growing native manna-grass sometimes planted on river banks to prevent the soil being washed away, and to provide a valuable fodder for cattle) that is quite indifferent to its lower parts being habitually under water.

The young foliage is most beautifully suffused with a sort of violet-tinged pink. This entrancing shade of pink also spreads over the foliage in the autumn, that is before the shortening days and biting winds bleach and dry them to the texture and colour of hay. Ordinarily its coloration is silky olive-green, vertically decorated with narrow stripes of ivory and white. Yellowish-white spikelets, inches taller than the foliage, are produced towards the end of the summer.

The strap-like leaves attain a height of about 2 ft. and arise from stout wiry rhizomes which spread underground with great rapidity. It is, therefore, necessary to confine these rhizomes to some receptacle (non-toxic if it is to stand in water inhabited by fish) or cut lots of them away before the new season's growth begins. If you neglect to do either of these things the plant will soon overgrow its companions.
The June meeting of The Country Fisherman was held in the Great Hall, Water Street, on the evening of 15th June. The theme of the evening was "The History of Fishing". The meeting was well attended with many enthusiasts in attendance. The evening was divided into two main parts: a talk on the history of fishing and an opportunity for members to share their own stories and experiences.

The talk was given by Mr. J. Smith, a renowned historian and expert on fishing. He outlined the development of fishing from ancient times to the present day, discussing the various types of fishing techniques and equipment used throughout history. The talk was well-received by the audience, who asked many insightful questions.

Following the talk, members were encouraged to share their own stories and experiences. Many members took this opportunity to share their memories, whether it was about a particularly successful catch or a memorable fishing trip. The stories were diverse and engaging, adding to the evening's atmosphere.

The meeting concluded with a question-and-answer session, where members could ask any further questions they had about fishing history or their own experiences. The evening was a great success, with many attendees expressing their enjoyment of the talk and the sharing of stories.

The next meeting of The Country Fisherman will be held on 15th September in the Great Hall. The theme for that evening will be "Modern Fishing Techniques". Members are encouraged to attend and share their experiences.
with plants and fish donated by members who will carry out the routine servicing. The Society hold meetings on the third Wednesday of the month at 7.30 p.m. at the Old Yerrell Club, Barbers Lane, D.Irvington, Northwich. New members always welcome. Information can be obtained from the Secretary, Mr. L. Bradley, 4 Alth Road, Sandiway, Northwich, Cheshire.

AT the Salisbury and District A.S. annual meeting splendid awards were given to members holding the highest number of points in monthly bottle shows held as follows: Mr. G. A. White (Salisbury), Mr. L. H. Hall (Berkshire), Mr. J. T. Wells (Berkshire), Mr. J. H. F. Baker (Berkshire).

A request has been received for a show again this year on Saturday, 15th June. Anyone wishing to join the Society should write to the Secretary, Mr. L. Goddard, 96 Fosbrook Terrace, Rugby, Warwick.

THE February programme of the Blackpool & Fylde A.S. begins with the presentation of the Cup and Shield on 2nd February. The President of the Club, Mr. Clive Craddock, presents the Cup which the winners receive as follows: Winner’s Trophy - David Taylor; Junior Fish of the Year - Mrs. W. Taylor; Best Bottle Show - Mr. T. F. Taylor; Best Fish of the Year - Mrs. W. Taylor; Best Aquarium - H. T. Taylor; Best Fish of the Year - M. T. Taylor; Best Fish in Show - M. T. Taylor; Best Fish in Show - H. T. Taylor; Best Fish in Show - M. T. Taylor; Best Fish in Show - H. T. Taylor.

The February meeting took the form of a quiz, North Blackpool v. South Blackpool. The South took the honours, but only by a margin of one point.

The following members have been elected as officers and committee members for the year: Chairman, Mr. F. W. S. St. George; Vice-Chairman, Mr. A. C. Skelton; Secretary, Mr. F. W. S. St. George; Treasurer, Mr. D. Bennett; Show Secretary, Mr. D. Bennett; Show Committee, Mrs. N. Orton, Mrs. A. M. A. Bennett, Mr. D. Bennett, Mrs. N. Orton, Mrs. A. M. A. Bennett, Mr. D. Bennett.

The report on the Society’s activities showed that the society has now established a membership of over 200. During the past year the society has held a number of meetings, some of which have been well attended. The Society held its annual meeting on 2nd February, which was well attended. The meeting was followed by a short talk on the subject of “The Care of Fish” by Mr. J. A. Jarrett, and the society’s new President, Mr. J. A. Jarrett, addressed the members on the subject of “The Care of Fish.”

The society also held its annual show on 2nd February, which was well attended. The winners of the various classes were as follows: Best Fish - Mr. J. A. Jarrett; Best Aquarium - Mr. J. A. Jarrett; Best Planter - Mr. J. A. Jarrett; Best Container - Mr. J. A. Jarrett; Best Fish in Show - Mr. J. A. Jarrett; Best Fish in Show - Mr. J. A. Jarrett; Best Fish in Show - Mr. J. A. Jarrett; Best Fish in Show - Mr. J. A. Jarrett.

The society’s next meeting will be held on 2nd February, which will be a show. The society is hoping to attract a large number of members to attend this meeting.

THE results of the Belle Vue Open Show were as follows: Class 1 Breeding (Belle Vue) 75 pts., Class 2 Breeding (Belle Vue) 75 pts., Class 3 Breeding (Belle Vue) 75 pts., Class 4 Breeding (Belle Vue) 75 pts., Class 5 Breeding (Belle Vue) 75 pts., Class 6 Breeding (Belle Vue) 75 pts., Class 7 Breeding (Belle Vue) 75 pts., Class 8 Breeding (Belle Vue) 75 pts., Class 9 Breeding (Belle Vue) 75 pts., Class 10 Breeding (Belle Vue) 75 pts.

The open show was well attended, and the winners of the various classes were as follows: Best Fish - Mr. J. A. Jarrett; Best Aquarium - Mr. J. A. Jarrett; Best Planter - Mr. J. A. Jarrett; Best Container - Mr. J. A. Jarrett; Best Fish in Show - Mr. J. A. Jarrett; Best Fish in Show - Mr. J. A. Jarrett; Best Fish in Show - Mr. J. A. Jarrett; Best Fish in Show - Mr. J. A. Jarrett.

The society’s next meeting will be held on 2nd February, which will be a show. The society is hoping to attract a large number of members to attend this meeting.

The society’s next meeting will be held on 2nd February, which will be a show. The society is hoping to attract a large number of members to attend this meeting.
The speaker at the March meeting was Mr. N. Marshall of the Burrowes Ltd., who described the work of his company as a textile manufacturer and the various fabrics involved.

The results of the Table Show were as follows: Winners: 1st, Mr. J. H. Barrow, W.A.D.; 2nd, Mr. T. J. Harker, W.A.D.; 3rd, Mr. J. T. Jones, W.A.D.; 4th, Mr. R. H. Scott, W.A.D.; 5th, Mr. J. Jones, W.A.D.

The Society holds its meetings on the first Wednesday of each month at 2 p.m. in the Meeting Room of the Society. The term of admission to the Society is one year, and subscriptions are payable in advance.
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Hykro from Denmark

Since 1936 Hykro have turned out the finest quality Fish Foods: The latest is the new Variety Food. One trial will convince you that it is absolutely unbeatable. We ourselves carry stocks of up to 10,000 Tropilish (Trade Only) and Thousands of Goldfish! Anyone who has seen our stocks can tell you they are always in superb condition, and they are fed solely on Hykro Flakes, Concentrated Food, and now of course the new Variety Food.

All these foods are stocked by all good Aquarist and Pet Shops and price is very reasonable for real quality food.

Hykro Flakes 1/-, Breeder Pack 1 Kilo 32/6. Established in 1936.
Hykro Natura 1/-, New Large Pack.
Hykro Concentrated Food 1/-, Also in lb.
Pack 2/-, Fine for all Coldwater Fish and the larger Tropilish.
Hykro Turtle Food 1/3. Larger new Pack.
Hykro Tropical Dried Flies. For Turtles and all Fish 9d.
Brine Shrimp Hatcher. With Approx. 500,000 Eggs & Salt Mix 9/-.
Tank Separators 9/- each.
And now the Sensational Variety Food 2/-.
P. H. Indicator. Gives over 100 water tests instantaneously, no mixing no trouble. 5/6 each.

JOE GRASSBY
The Hykro Depot, Mobberley, Nr. Knutsford, Cheshire

“STIMULITE” DRIED TUBIFEX

(VITAMIN IMPREGNATED)

We are the ORIGINAL packers of this wonderful natural food for all fish

YOU CAN BUY THE ORIGINAL STIMULITE PACK IN ATTRACTIVE DRUMS at 1/6 at retail
Pet Stores, or Direct at the following prices:—
8 drams 3/6, 16 drams 6/6, 32 drams 11/6, 64 drams 21/–, 128 drams (½ lb.) 38/6,
256 drams (1 lb.) 70/– post paid.

Also “STIMULITE” manufactured FISH FOODS, at your stores many sizes, or direct:—
TROPICAL GRADE: (approx. 73% Protein) 1 oz. 3/–, 2 oz. 5/–, 4 oz. 7/6, 8 oz. 11/6,
16 oz. 15/6 post paid.

GOLDFISH & POND: 1 oz. 2/–, 2 oz. 3/6, 4 oz. 5/–, 8 oz. 7/6, 16 oz. 10/6 post paid.

We have been manufacturing Fish Foods and Bird Foods for over 47 years with practical experience in all branches. We will back them for doing their job, i.e., keeping your stock in good robust health, against any other foods you can buy, we use natural ingredients only—BUY DIRECT and save EEEEE——special terms to Aquarist Societies buying in bulk quantities.

P. H. HASTINGS LTD., 182 SULTAN ROAD, PORTSMOUTH

THE AQUARIST
The finest coldwater fish food available anywhere is without doubt

SURE GOLD

THE PELLETISED FOOD
NO DUST
NO BISCUIT
NO DRIED FLIES
Only the finest possible ingredients to give a fully balanced diet.

Packed in two sizes:
HOME PACK
1/6 ■ POND PACK 4/- ■

and available from all good aquarist supply shops.

Another quality product from South Coast Aquatic Nurseries Ltd.
your aquarium
needs the special security of
ARBOLITE Q.S.
Glazing Compound

Looking at fish is said to be one of the most restful
available. And you can enjoy extra security when
you use Arbolute Q.S. Glazing Compound, versatile,
waterlight and the best product of its kind.
Arbolute Q.S. Glazing Compound is available in
green—and there's a pack to suit almost every
requirement (tins from 1 lb. to 14 lb., kegs from 1 cwt.
to 1 cwt.)

AQUA-IMPORTS
of
ILFORD
TROPICAL & MARINE

WE HAVE QUALITY AND QUANTITY
IN TROPICAL AND MARINE FISH AND
PLANTS ALWAYS AVAILABLE.
DON'T DELAY—SEND NOW FOR OUR
CURRENT LISTS AND JOIN THE
RANKS OF OUR MANY SATISFIED
CUSTOMERS.
CUSTOMERS ARE INVITED TO VISIT
OUR PREMISES AT ANY TIME AT:

85 WANSTEAD PARK RD.,
ILFORD,
ESSEX
Phone: VAL. 4633

ANGLIAN
AQUATICS
offer
125 varieties
of Tropical and Coldwater
Fish and Plants
also
5'-6' Boa Constrictors . . . £12 10 0
Rainbow Boa's . . . . . . . . £5 0 0
Caymans 18" to 22" . . . . £2 10 0
36" Tequ Lizards (tame) £8 0 0
Giant Marine Toads . . . . £2 10 0

Open 7 days a week
339 Wimpole Road,
Barton,
Cambridge
Phone: Comberton 352
Hippo water pumps for fountains or waterfalls, £4-10-0 each. Otter water pumps, fountain or waterfall, £9-17-6 combined £10-10-0 plus 5/- P & P.


Many other colours in stock.

Iris Yellow, Iris Blue, Scoerwort, Rushes, Kingcups. Many type Marginals from 1/-.

Selection Marginals our choice £1-5-0.

Pond plants 10/- doz., 6/- half doz.

Fibre glass pond from £4-15-0, Fibre glass cascade from £2-10-0.

Goldfish from 1/9 each, to breeding size £1-10-0. Large Nishiki Koi Carp £30-0-0 each, Manchu Lion Heads £30-0-0 each. Only one pair left.

Many other fancy fish in stock.

Such as Moors, Oranda Calicos, small or medium sizes.

Call or Phone:
Broad Green Aquarium
250 London Road,
West Croydon
Postal code CR0 3TH

opposite
ABC Cinema
phone: 01-668-9165

Late closing Friday 7 p.m.

TO ALL DEALERS
AND HOBBYISTS

we proudly present

THE
"VERBRO"
STAINLESS
STEEL AQUARIUM

combining

ELEGANCE
and
QUALITY
with
ECONOMY

COSTS NO MORE THAN THE OLD
FASHIONED ANGLE IRON TANKS

Trade enquiries to:-

VERRINDER BROS.
THE RETREAT
THORTON HEATH
SURREY
Telephone Livingstone 2784

MANUFACTURERS OF ALL TYPE
OF AQUARIAS

May, 1967
I've Got Millions!

WORMS! FOODS! COMPOSTS! RESULTS!

- EUCLINA
- MICROCYA
- CAVAGNITS
- MACRO FOOD
- GRINDAL WORMS
- GRINDAL FOOD
- GRINDAL COMPOST
- WHITE WORMS
- WHITE WORM FOOD
- WHITE WORM COMPOST

- 2/4 - With 8 page instructional booklet
- 2/4 - Compost with breeding powder
- 2/4 - Compost with breeding powder
- 2/4 - High protein content, rapid results
- 2/4 - High protein content, rapid results
- 2/4 - High protein content, rapid results
- 2/4 - High protein content, rapid results
- 2/4 - High protein content, rapid results
- 2/4 - High protein content, rapid results
- 2/4 - High protein content, rapid results

Breaders' packs: 2/4 quantity for 7/4
Ask your dealer, or free delivery from
E. ARNOLD, 80, MONEGA ROAD, LONDON, E.7.

Visit...

MRS K. COOPER
Bean Hatchery
Bean, Nr. Dartford, Kent
TELEPHONE: LONGFIELD (KENT) 4189
(Just off A2 Trunk Road, few doors from Black Horse P.H.)

Large selection of
TROPICALS, PLANTS, ACCESSORIES
Call anytime including Sundays

South Wales—Bridge That Gap and Call at

MAPSON AQUARIA
15 Perry Road, Bristol 1. Tel. 262532
150 yards from city centre
Largest range of fish in the West
Tropicals, Coldwater, Marines
All Equipment. Tanks and Ponds
Tanks made any size or shape to order
Hours. 9.30 a.m.—6.0 p.m. 12.30 Wednesday and 8.0 p.m. Friday
Daphnia and Tubifex usually available

REPTILES — AMPHIBIANS
Imports from all Continents
Price list on request
Sole agents for England:

MR. ALAN COOK
"The Anton", Beechwood Drive, Eton, Congleton, Cheshire

DRS. W. DE ROVER
Ericlana 9
Ermenlo, Holland

AQUARIST SOCIETIES

Give us a ring and book a visit some evening or Sunday. Phone CUDworth, Yorks., 497. Good fish and equipment at reasonable prices.
Pet Stores, 206 Barnsley Road, Cudworth, Nr. Barnsley.
We are 4 miles from Barnsley on the Pontefract Road.

GOING MARINES

MANY RARE CORAL FISH DISPLAYED IN OVER 20 TANKS

MARINE FISH SUPPLIES
25, Windmill Hill, Enfield
Weekdays after 6 p.m. All day Saturday and Sunday
Phone 01-366-0285  WHOLESALE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

THE AQUARIST
Next time try "WUNDERBAR" Wardley's new high quality flake food at the economical price.

![Wunderbar Logo]

Look for the NEW WUNDERBAR display stand in your shop.

Full 1oz pack 3/6
(Bottom row)

2oz pack 6/9
(Middle row)

8oz pack 22/6
(The big one on top!)

Sole U.K. Distributors of all WARDLEY'S Products.
T.F.H. Publications (London) Ltd 13 Nutley Lane, Reigate, Surrey

---

THE BRIXHAM BIOLOGICAL SUPPLIES
Specialist suppliers of
REPTILES
AMPHIBIA
FISH, PLANTS and ACCESSORIES for the GARDEN POOL

Reptiles and Amphibia: The following hardy species are now available from stock: Green Lizards 10/6; Wall Lizards 5/-; Grass & Dice Snakes 10/6; Whip Snakes 18/6; Terrapins from 7/6; Tree Frogs 3/-; Green Toads 3/6; Alpine Newts 4/-; Great Newts 3/-; Salamanders 12/6 and many others.

Exotic varieties include African Rock Pythons &; Rock Agamas 25/-; Egg-eating Snakes 50/-; Geckos 17/6; Skinks from 15/-; Chameleons from 25/-; Leopard Tortoises from 4/-; Side-necked Terrapins 12/6; Clawed Toads 12/6; Leopard Toads 17/6. Many others available from stock or expected shortly. SEND FOR FREE LISTS.

Water Gardening. Our 1967 price list giving accurate descriptions of over fifty varieties of water lilies, marginal and aquatic plants, is now ready. The list includes a useful guide to planting and stocking the pool with fish. Write for free "Water Gardening" price list NOW.

Prompt despatch to all parts of Britain.
Visitors to our nursery by appointment only.

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

---

THE BRIXHAM BIOLOGICAL SUPPLIES,
25 Elliot Grove,
Brixham, Devon.
Tel: Brixham 65188

May, 1967
PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS
5d. for 3rd (12 words minimum), 10d. for 4th, 1s. for 5th, etc.

FOR SALE
CALLING ALL AQUARIUM COLLECTORS. Call and see our large selection of Tropical and Coldwater Fish. Plants in variety. We also stock all accessories to the aquariums. 251, Wellington Road, Southsea. Phone 30410.

GLAZED aquatic in all sizes including 36 x 15, 12 x 75, 9d. x 10. 15 x 75, 9d. x 24. 12 x 15. 42d. x 15. All tanks dispatched to any part of Britain, carriage extra. Plants, Accessories, Fish. Millions', 10, Leman Road, London, E. Phone Archway 4242.

TROPICAL FISH, fully guaranteed, over 100 species offered at lower prices. All aquarists' requirements supplied. Personal shoppers only. Sterling Fisheries, 62, Mayes Road, Wood Green, N.22.

GUARANTEED thermostat, heater and thermometers, 20p. govt paid. State heater wattage. Sterling Fisheries, 62, Mayes Road, N.22.


GREENS OF BLACKPOOL, for tropical and coldwater fish, plants, tanks and accessories. Open daily till 6.30 p.m. Wednesdays 1.30 p.m., Sundays 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., 295, Wavell Road, South Shore. Telephone 48689. Closed Whit Monday at 12.30 p.m.

PLYMOUTH TROPICALS for fish, plants and equipment. North Hill Nurseries, Torquay Road, Plymouth. Tel. 65669.

PERRY'S for Plants. 1st and 2nd Awards British Aquarists' Festival. Assorted selections Tropical and Cold Water Fish, 9d. 6d., 12. 6d. Val. Tunny, Sagittarius Norton, 9d. per dozen. Cryptocoryne Baurii, 2c. 9d. each. Willisi Fish, 9d., Heteranella 2c. 6d., six assorted 18d. Water Plants, Giant Hydrocleys 2c. 6d. Post 1s. All Accessories. C. R. Perry, Professional Aquarist, 615, West Street, Croydon.

SUPERB VEILTAIL GUPPIES. Awarded 'Wanted Life' diploma. Best in open show, 41 1/2 per pair, carrots 3a. 6d. C. R. Perry, Professional Aquarist, 615, West Street, Croydon.

AQUARIUM FRAMES. For quality and accuracy buy direct from the manufacturers. 15 x 15 cm. standard frame. 19x 15 cm. 3. 6d. 12 x 12 cm. 2s. 6d. 10 x 12 cm. 2s. 4d. 8 x 8 cm. 2s. 0d. 6 x 6 cm. 1s. 8d. 4 x 4 cm. 1s. 4d. All make and size made to order. C.F.O. Money refunded if not satisfactory. For complete list, stands, shades, etc., S.A.E. too. E. H. Hughes, 73, Charter Street, Accrington. Phone Accrington 5453.

MICRO WORMS BY RETURN. Starter Culture only 1s. 6d.

GRINDAL WORMS BY RETURN. Super Starter Culture. 9d.

WHITE WORMS BY RETURN. Super Starter Culture. 9d.

LOOK. Thermometer, heater, and thermometers, 17s. 6d. 30 x 15 x 12 aquariums from £1 10s. 0d. to £4 10s. 6d., 24 x 12 inch girls. 6d., 19 x 10 graded aquariums from £1 10s. 6d., Micro, Grindal and white worm cultures, 1s. 6d.

TIGHTS keep fish in BATH. tropical and coldwater. Full range of Tropical and Freshwater books, bare fronts. Plants for pond and aquarium. Plastic and fibreglass pots, statues, fountains. Reptiles and other animals. 21, Brook Street, Bath. Tel. 6208.

TROPICAL FISH in variety. By Ball anywhere. S.A.E. for list. L. Naylor, 44 Dorset Road, Stelly Oak, Birmingham.

AMPELLARIA Gigas Infusoria. Sale, 6 for 3s. Real Ramshorn Snails, 12 for 3s, post paid. Also imported Tropical Fish and Plants for coldwater, evening (except Wednesdays) and weekends. J. E. Marshall, Cowper, Derriford Road, South Devon, nr. Devonport, Kent. Tel.: Farnham 5233. (On A22, 11 miles from Farnham Blandford, A20).

TROPICAL AND COLDWATER Fish, Aquarums Plants, Reptiles, Water-garden sets. Full range of aquarium equipment. Mail Order Service. A visit to Newbury is a pleasure, visit our showrooms. W. H. Smith Aquatics, 47, Redditch Lane, Garston, Manchester 16.

HIGH QUALITY TROPICAL FISH & PLANTS, Turtles & Accessories. RONALD LTD., QUEEN'S PARK AQUARIUM, 153 Queen's Road, Blackheath, Tel. 57904 Professional Aquarist. Personalised Service.

16,100

"The Aquarist" has easily the largest circulation of any British aquatic magazine.

The present paid-for circulation is 16,100 copies monthly, with a readership far in excess of this figure. Take advantage of this medium and sell your goods through the advertisement pages.

Rates on application to:
Advertisement Manager,
The Aquarist and Pondkeeper,
The Butts, Brentford, Middlesex
Telephone—01-556 6221

THE POSTMAN—CAN BRING YOU OUR CATALOGUE
OUR PROMPT POSTAL SERVICE—CAN BRING YOU
All you need for successful fishkeeping (Regret fish for callers only at present)
Please state if your interest lies in Aquariums or Garden Pools
Your guarantee of satisfaction—since 1948

WINGATE
7, Market St., Winchester
Telephone 2406

THE AQUARIIST
AQUARIUM PLANTS by post, many varieties available, satisfaction guaranteed. S.A.E. for list. Peninsula Aquariums & Aquatics Ltd., 135, Havntown Road, Hartlepool, Durham. Open every day except Monday and Tuesday 9.30-5 p.m. 200 varieties of tropicals in stock all the year round.

ACUTE SPACE SHORTAGE! As new, equipped, seasoned fish and plants, ex-forest. £2 3s.

TROPICAL FISH, Saltwater and Freshwater specialists. Also specialists in Tropical Plants. Bespoke orders filled quickly. Minimum order 50, 57 Walton Road, East Molesey, Surrey. MOL. 5187.

EEL-HELMED EGGS (Eel Quality). Half pint price 4s. 6d., full pint price 8s. 4d. for 20s., post paid. C.W.O. Handling guaranteed. Box 2816, 82-84, New Bond Street, London, W.1.

TROPICAL FISH, Plants, Accessories. Live Depths. Kingway Spacts, High Street, Romford, Essex. L's 12s. 6d., F's 16s. post free.

FLUORESCENT' and Coolighty Centre Kits. Wholesale only. All sizes, lowest prices. J. Bull Electrical Ltd., 4 Springfield Road, Reading, Berks.

OVER 200 VARIETIES of tropical marine and coldwater fish for sale. Glass aquariums by fleet, F. C. Kingfisher, 183, Chalgrove Road, Beddington, Surrey. K. 56-57 1524.

LARGE AQUARIUM FRAMES, sides, stands, shades, aquariums, etc. Special grade 30 x 15 x 12 ins. 15s.; 20 x 15 x 12 ins. 10s.; 14 x 15 x 10 ins. 8s. 6d.; 12 x 15 x 9 ins. 7s.; 11 x 15 x 9 ins. 6s. 3d.; 10 x 15 x 8 ins. 5s. 6d.; 9 x 15 x 7 ins. 5s.; 8 x 15 x 7 ins. 4s. 6d.; 7 x 15 x 6 ins. 4s. 3d.; 6 x 15 x 5 ins. 3s. 9d.; 5 x 15 x 4 ins. 2s. 3d.; 4 x 15 x 3 ins. 1s. 3d.; 3 x 15 x 1 ins. 1s. 1d. 3d. Freight rates by special arrangement. Prices subject to alteration without notice. Ask for sample list. G. A. B. Ltd., 23, Blackheath Park Avenue, London, S.E.10.

PLAQUES, SHIELDS, BADGES, ETC. R. HOLTON & SON LTD., Ropewalk House, 5/5 Cranford Way, Cranford Street, Cranford, ed. Plaques, Shields, Medals, Caps and Medallions for Amateur and Bird Societies. Tropical and Coldwater fish centres in full colour. Write for details to above.

BADGES: Bright Enamelled Badges for your aquarist society are made by R. R. F. Gurney Ltd., 14-15 Frederick Street, Birmingham 1.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY required by Company Secretary, Association of printing and publishing group in Borendale-Chickwood area. An interest in bookkeeping and finance would be an advantage together with ability to act as confidential assistant. Send details of age and experience to Box 1001, The Aquarist, The Arts, Burslem, Staffordshire.

A LEADING London Aquarium Shop requires staff male or female, previous experience not essential. Write Box 9285, The Aquarist, The Arts, Burslem, Staffordshire.

AQUARIUM with thorough knowledge and experience required for junior position in growing organisation. Unique opportunity to assist in setting up and developing new aquarium areas. Good salary and possibility of accommodation. Apply Box 1308, The Aquarist, The Arts, Burslem, Staffordshire.

CITY OF LIVERPOOL MUSEUMS requires Technical Assistant (Aquarist) (Agricultural). Technical Grade £1,500—£2,000. Will post and the person appointed will be required to take charge of a large aquarium. The duties will include the care of the aquariums and the maintenance of tanks and fish systems. Removal expenses, lodging expenses, and free medical attendance allowed. Terms of engagement are negotiable. Further particulars available on application to the Director of Museums, William Brown Street, Liverpool, 3. The appointment is ex-serviceability and subject to the Boarding Order of the City Council. Conscientious disqualified. Thomas Alker, Rogers Clark.


WANTED


SHOWS

ALFRETON AND DISTRICT AQUARISTS SOCIETY. First Annual Open Show, 28th April. Arranged by the Alfreton A.rsoc. Centre, Chesterfield Road, Alfreton. Trophies and Special Prizes. Refreshments Served available from 5, H. R. and Dorothy, 15 South Street, Eildon, Derbyshire.

2ND INTERNATIONAL GUPPY ASSOCIATION to be held at Ardwick Exterace, Ardwick Green, Manchester on Sunday, 16th June at 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Show Organiser, Mr. R. Burtford, 67, Valley Road, Ardwick, Manchester, Chorlton.

Diamond D-Water

Special for your tropical fish tanks in 10 gallon carboys or 5 gallon polythene bags.

All enquiries apply to:- Diamond Products Ltd., Connaught Road, Silverton, London E.18.

Telephone:- ALbert Dock 4757.
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## TACHBROOK TROPICALS LTD.

244 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, S.W.1

**Telephone:** VICTORIA 5179

**Whitework Culture**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Small</th>
<th>Large</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Nets**

- Round尼龙 net
  - 2 in. 1
  - 5 in. 9
- Grappling net 1
  - 2 in. 4
  - 5 in. 1
- Breeders short wooden
  - 2 in. 6
  - 5 in. 1
- Cage尼龙 net
  - 2 in. 4
  - 5 in. 1
- Cage Shrimp or Daphnia net
  - 2 in. 4
  - 5 in. 1

**BREEDING TRAPS**

- Windmill combined breeding and rear
  - 2 in. 10
- Hybro Jnr. 3
  - 2 in. 10
- Hybro Snr. 1
  - 2 in. 10
- Gravel Swamy American
  - 2 in. 10
- Hybro fish breeders, fine and coarse 2

**AQUAMASTIC**

- 1 lb.
  - 2 in. 10
  - 5 in. 1
- 2 lbs.
  - 2 in. 10
  - 5 in. 1
- 3 lbs.
  - 2 in. 10
  - 5 in. 1
- 4 lbs.
  - 2 in. 10
  - 5 in. 1

**DUROGNOST**

- Water hardness testing kit
  - 2 in. 10

**COLOMETER PI**

- Ph. testing kit
  - 2 in. 10

**MISCELLANEOUS**

- Hydro Aqua Solder
  - 2 in. 10
- Hydro Leak Stopper
  - 2 in. 10
- Aquapac
  - 2 in. 10

**OTHER FISH FOODS**

- Coldwater Meal
  - 2 in. 10
- For Your Ants
  - 2 in. 10
- Shrimp Meal, Medium
  - 2 in. 10
- Turtles, Food, Large
  - 2 in. 10
- Turtles, Food, Small
  - 2 in. 10
- Insecta Powder
  - 2 in. 10
- Condiments Goldfish
  - 2 in. 10
- Food Large
  - 2 in. 10
- Condiments Goldfish
  - 2 in. 10
- Glaze Baiter (Sticks)
  - 2 in. 10

**ESTIMATED POSTAL CHARGES AT APPROX.**

Aquariums, Stands, Gravel, Plastic and Rockwool at men's risk. Carriage at cost invoiced after despatch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For orders up to 10:</th>
<th>10 up to 20:</th>
<th>20 up to 30:</th>
<th>30 up to 40:</th>
<th>40 up to 50:</th>
<th>50 up to 60:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£ 2.50</td>
<td>£ 2.25</td>
<td>£ 2.00</td>
<td>£ 1.75</td>
<td>£ 1.50</td>
<td>£ 1.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THE AQUARIST**
For success with Marine Tropicales

NEW TROPIC MARIN
The Ready-to-use artificial sea salt with guarantee.
Due to great volume of sales we are able to reduce the price.

- 5 gallon size 7/6
- 20 gallon size 30/-

This salt makes artificial sea-water almost indistinguishable from natural sea-water.

Usually in stock
for callers only
A good selection of healthy acclimatised Marine Tropicales and Invertebrates
During the month of May we are able to offer beautiful species of marine tropicales not previously seen in Great Britain from the Red Sea. We are also able to offer limited quantities of aquarium-cultivated marine plants. Also available species from the Great Barrier Reef, including the Pale Blue Noon Dandel from 35/- to 50/- each. Also selection of Sea Anemones.

The latest information on plants 1967 edition

A MANUAL OF AQUARIUM PLANTS
Hard bound 27/6 post paid or from your dealer.
No aquarium keeper should be without this book!

The Shirley range of coloured coral is now available to callers. Red Organ-Pipe Coral, Red Cauliflower, Red Staghorn, Blue Cauliflower, Blue Finger, Orange Branched, Red Propeller. Pieces from 5/- to 50/- each.

"THE MARINE AQUARIUM MADE EASY"
Send 2s. in stamps for booklet

FOR THE POND
A wonderful selection of NIKISHI-KOI
Genuine coloured Carps from
40/- each — £50
An unbelievable range of colours
Fish up to 15 inches in length
Unless you have seen our stock you cannot realise what high-grade Koi are like.

Special offer for May only
Water Lilies
1 White and 1 Pink for 35/- post paid
1 Primrose and 1 Red for 50/- post paid
Giant Flowering-Size Water Hawthorns 5/- each.

Special offer of tropical aquarium plants for May only
Large plants of Crypt. Blassii (Wine-Red) 15/- each.
Large plants of Crypt. Cordata 10/- each.
Small plants of Barclaya Longifolia 10/- each.
Wine-Red Alternanthera Sessilis 1/3 each.
12 for 10/-
Violet Talanthera 2/- each 12 for 15/-

Bristol Shubunkins for pond or aquaria
from 10/- each according to age and colour

The Bristol Shubunkin

TROPICAL & HARDY AQUARIUM PLANTS OVER 200 SPECIES GROWN. SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

PLEASE NOTE—All enquiries requiring a reply MUST be accompanied by S.A.E. Our premises are situated on the main Stratford-Birmingham road, 8 miles from Birmingham, Midland "Red" Bus No. 150 from Bus Station, Birmingham, passes the door, after the "The Crown," Monkspath, HOURS OF BUSINESS—Weekdays 10 a.m.—5 p.m. Sundays 10 a.m.—12.30 p.m. for sale of plants only.

TERMS OF BUSINESS—Cash with order please. Fish sent by rail. Tropical minimum order £1-10/-, inland post and carriage 10/-; Cold water minimum order £3 plus 10/- post and carriage. Plants by post (minimum order £1-10) please add 2/6 post and packing.

Printed and Published by BUCKLEY PRESS LIMITED, London and Brentford